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The Senate met at 10 a.m., on the ex- ALASKA NATIONAL INTEREST to attain specific legislative objectives

piration of the recess, and was called LANDS CONSERVATION ACT under di1T1cult circumstances. He has

to order by Hon. DAVID L. BOREN, a Sena- The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- 
largely succeeded in obtaining important

tor from the State of Oklahoma. pore. Under the previous order, the Sen- 
concessions regarding State lands.

He has devoted a great deal of time
ate wul now resume consideration of the to resolving the Alaska lands issue, and

PRAYER 
pending business, H.R. 39, which will be I commend him for his efforts.
stated by title. A record number of markup sessions

The Chaplain, the Reverend Edward The legislative clerk read as follows: were held by the Committee on Energy

L. R. Elson, D.D., offered the following A bill (H.R. 39) to provide for the designa- and Natural Resources on this bill. Chair-

prayer:
tion and conservation of certain public lands man HENRY JAcKsON led the committee

Dram nigh to God, and He will draw t S atun s 1 Nat o a Park'°
8 through the difficult task of examining,

nigh to you. . . . Humble yourselves in tional Wildlife Refuge, National Forest, Na- 
evaluating, and classifying millions ,0f

the sight of the Lord, and He will lift tional Wild and Scenic Rivers, and National acres in Alaska. The ranking nunority

you up.,lames 4: 8a, 10. Wilderness Preservation Systems, and for member of the Energy Committee, Sen-

O Lord our God, as we quiet our minds other purposes, ator MARK HATFIELD, added to the
thoughtful consideration of this bill in

and draw near to Thee,we plead for the The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- the committee. The Senate has bene-
clean hands, the pure hearts, and the pore. Under the previous order, the time fited from their work in the committee
clear minds which fit us to serve Thy between now and 11 o'clock will be and on the floor, and I congratulate the
higher purposes. Amid the swift-chang- tiivided equally between and controlled entire Energy Committee for seeing this
ing scenes of our common life, help us by the majority leader and the minority bill through, as it will be acted upon at
to be steady and keep us true. Imbue leader or their designees. 11 o'clock and disposed of.
with Thy higher wisdom the President, Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, Senator PAUL TSONGAS deserveS Spe-

the Congress, and all those to whom, in I will yield to the distinguished minority cial recognition for his role in the for-

Thy name, we entrust the authority of leader or the acting minority leader, and mulation and debate of H.R. 39. He
government, that there may be justice time can be yielded by them to Mr. HAT- buckled down to a difficult task and per-

and peace at home and that we may take FIELD to bring up a matter which has severed, in the Energy Committee and

our rightful place among the nations of been cleared on both sides. I yield my- on the Senate floor. His ability to be
the world. Grant us Thy peace now and self such time as I may require. flexible from a position of strength is

forever. Amen Mr. President, the Senate has labored commendable, and made compromise on

since July 21 to produce the Alaska lands this bill possible. Along with Senators
legislation. Senators involved in this de- GARY HART, ALAN CRANsTON, WILLIAM

bate believe deeply in the positions which ROTH, and others, Senator TSONGAS haS
APPOIN'IMENT OF ACTING PRESI- 

they have advanced. The distinguished done exceedingly well in the debate on
DENT PRO TEMPORE Senator from Alaska, Mr. MIKE GRAVEL, the Alaska lands bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The has fought the good fight. He has ably My able coIIeague from West Virginia,

clerk will please read a communication represented the people of his State JENNINGS RANDOLPH, should be in-

to the Senate from the President pro throughout consideration of this matter. cluded in that group of Senators, par-

tempore (Mr. MAGNUsON). Senator ORAVEL has demonstrated an ticularly in connection with the wildlife

The legislative clerk read the follow- understanding of the Senate rules and refuge amendment.

ing letter; precedents over the past few weeks. He The bill which we will vote on short-

U.S. SENATE, also has been understanding and con- ly iS a cOMpromíSe which intends to pro-

PRESIDENT PRo TEMPORE' siderate of hlS coiieagues in his iong vigii tect unique and important wiiderness,

Washington, D.c., August 29, 1980. over this bill. I commend him for his wildlife, and other territory in the State

To the senate: dedication, fortitude, and willingness to of Alaska. As with most compromises,

Under the provisions of rule I, section 3, there are parts of this bill which are not
of the Standing Rules of the Senate, I here- stand fast on this issue of great impor- 

exactly as all participants would have
r by appoint the Honorable PAVID L. BOREN, tance to his people' them. Yet a consensus of the most crit-

a Senator from the State of Oklahoma, to Many Senators contributed to the long ical areas deserving some protection and
perform the dut es of the C 

NUSON 
and detailed consultations which pro- those which could be developed in an

President pro tempore. 
duced the compromise amendment that orderly way has emerged.
the Senate adopted on Monday, August The Senate would do well to support

Mr. BOREN thereupon assumed the 18. The distinguished minority whip, the broad-based compromise which is

chair as Acting President pro tempore. Senator TED STEVENs, worked tirelessir now before us, for by doing so we would

• This "bullet" symbol identifies statements or insertions which are not spoken by the Member on the floor.
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carry out our responsibility to promote Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Will Senator very important document, one of the
a resolution of this long controversy. I STEVENs yield me 4 minutes from his scholarly documents which could be
urge the adoption of H.R. 39, as time? made available to the libraries and uni-
amended. Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I yield versities around this country.

I yield the floor to the minority lead- the majority leader such time as he Mr. President, one additional com-er. needs. ment: This has been cleared by the lead-
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thank the ership on both sides. It has been clearedpore. The Senator from Tennessee. distinguished Senator. by the chairman, with the chairman ofMr. BAKER. I yield myself 1 minute. Immediately after this bill is passed the Rules Committee, Mr. PELL, and asMr. President, I wish to take a few today, it is my plan-so that the mi- the ranking minority member of themoments this morning to commend and nority leader and others may know, and Rules Committee I move its immediateexpress my gratitude to my friends, the so that both sides on the question may adoption.

distinguished assistant minority leader become better prepared-to deal with the The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
(Mr. STEVENs) and the distinguished surface mining amendments, which will pore. Is there objection to the request ofranking member of the Energy and Nat- be the next controversy, the Senator from Oregon?ural Resources Committee (Mr. HAT- It is my plan to recess until, say, 1: 30 Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
FIELD) for the thoughtful, constructive, p.m. today, to give the opponents and reserving the right to object, and I shalland tireless leadership they have pro- proponents more time. not object, the distinguished Senatorvided the Senate on the matter of H.R. Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I yield cleared this resolution with the majority
39, the Alaska lands legislation. the Senator from Oregon such time as and minority on yesterday. We had dis-The scope and impact of this historic he may desire. cussions about it, and there is no objec-legislation is exceeded only by the ma- tion to its immediate consideration.jesty and richness of the land it will af- Mr. HATFIELD. I thank the majorityfeet. And I am certain all of us in this ESSAYS IN COMMEMORATION OF ieader and minority leader for their co-
Chamber can appreciate the concern 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF INAUGU- operation on this.shown by Senator STEVENS On a matter RATIONOF HERBERT HOOVER The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-which will so dramatically influence the Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I send pore. Without objection, it is so ordered.future of his beloved Alaska and her to the desk a resolution and ask unani- The resolution (S. Res. 503) was agreedpeople. mous for its immediate censideration. to, as follows:

Indeed, the skillful, concerned leader- The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- Resolved, That there be printed as a Sen-ship displayed by Senator HATFIELD in pOre. The resolution will be stated by ate document the collection of essays printedthe management of this most comph- title in the Congressional Record which commem-
cated messure, in both the committee *

orate the fiftieth anniversary of the inaugu-
and on the Senate floor, underscores our 

The legislative clerk read as follows: ration of Herbert Hoover as the thirty-first
shared regard for the importance of this A resolution (8. Res. 503) to authorize the President of the United States. Such docu-printing of a compilation of essays in com- ment shall be in such style and form, and bemeasure. 

. memoration of the 50th anniversary of the bound and indexed as directed by the JointAnd while Senator STEVENs 1s Opposed inauguration of Herbert Hoover. Committee on Printing. In addition to theto the legislation before us today, his usual number, one thousand copies shall beopposition is borne out of a noble quest The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- printed for the use of the Joint Committeefor perfection-a perfect balance of pore. Is there objection to the present on Printing,
preservation of the breathtaking beauty consideration of the resolution?
of his homeland, the economic advance- There being no objection, the Senate Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I move
ment of his constituency, and the energy proceeded to consider the resolution. to reconsider the vote by which the reso-
security of his Nation Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I of- 

lution was agreed to.
I believe our adoption of this legisla- fer this resolution on behalf of the Sena- Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I move

tion today is a step toward that balance tors from Icwa (Mr. JEPsEN and Mr. to lay that motion on the table.
and I know my most able colleague will CULvER), My colleague from Oregon The motion to lay on the table was
continue his diligent pursuit to that end. (Mr. PAcKWOOD), the Senators from agreed to.

For the time being, however, I say to California (Mr. CRANsTON and Mr.
the Senate and to all Alaskans that Sen- HAYAKAWA), and the Senators from New ALASKA NATIONAL INTERESTator STEVENs and Senator HATFIELD have York (Mr. JavITs and Mr. MOYNIHAN). LANDS CONSERVATION ACTserved them well on this matter, as they This is a very simple resolution. It calls
do all Americans on all matters. for the printing as a Senate document of . The Senate continued with the con-

And I know I speak for the Senate, a collection of essays which have been sideration of H.R. 39.
all Alaskans, and all Americans in put in tlle CONGRESSIONAL REcORD during The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
thanking them for that service. the last year, 1979, to commemorate the pore. Who yields time?

Further, Mr. President, I would com- 50th anniversary of the inauguration of Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, yester-
mend the distinguished chairman of the Herbert Hoover as the 31st President of day I made a statement concerning the
Energy and Natural Resources Commit- the United States. Tsongas substitute and my thoughts rel-
tee (Mr. JAcKsON) and the distinguished Mr. President, this is a group of prob- ative to it. Soon we will perfect the rec-
Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. TSON- ably some of the most outstanding ord with regard to the legislative history
GAs) for their thoughtful, dedicated ef- scholars in the United States today, as- on this bill, one that is so important to
forts and their cooperation which has sociated in universities and colleges from our State.
resulted in the measure before us today. the eastern part to the western part of . I wish to clarify two matters, however,

Mr. President, at this time, I desig- the United States and all areas in if I may. One is with regard to State and
nate the assistant Republican leader to between. Native lands.
control the time provided for the mi- From time to time, it is very important One of the basic requests that wasnority leader under the unanimous- to reassess certain political eras of our. made of me as one of the Senators fromconsent order of yesterday. country, especially those which carry Alaska by our State legislature and by

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, great controversy. I believe this is a time the Governor was that we obtain convey-
I designate Mr. GRAVEL tO cOntrol 20 when we have a little distance between ance to the State of Alaska and to theminutes of my time and Mr. JAcKsON us, this generation and that period of Native people of the lands that were
and Mr. TsONGAs each to control 5 min- 1929-1933; and these scholars, with new committed to the State of Alaska under
utes, which is a little more time than I . materials and new archives that are our Statehood Act and to Alaskan Na-
have. How much time do I need in or- open, have moved beyond the stereotypes tive people under the Alaska Native
der to do that? of that period, so often ascribed to the Land Claims Settlement Act.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- many periods of history. I think they The revised Tsongas substitute does
pore. The Senator has approximately 26 have done a notable job in making a re- convey the lands that were outlined inminutes. assessment, and I think this will be a the Energy Committee version which
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was known as S. 9 and in the so-called million acres of land in Alaska be set almost achieved passage of in 1978. This

ad hoc's compromise bill of 1978. aside. bill is not the same as the 1978 bill.

Those lands are vital to our State's A great portion of the land that he There are substantial differences, and
future and as I told a group of Alaskans recommended would have been national those differences lead me to the conclu-

this morning the issue pertaining to the forest and would have been in the cate- sion that it is not as good a bill as we
land management in Alaska will now gory of multiple-use land. had in 1978. For instance, all of Ad-

shift to the State legislature because with Secretary Morton's recommendations miralty Island is a wilderness area;. all
the passage of this act we will have con- were rejected by Alaskans, and we pur- of Misty Fjords is a wilderness area;
firmed the rights that we obtained under sued consideration by another Congress portions of the Arctic Range are closed
statehood to approximately 105 million and by another administration. to oil and gas exploration; all of the
acres of land. That, together with the Secretary Andrus' first recommenda- Gates of the Arctic is a national park

Native lands, will amount to about 150 tions to Congress dealt with 96 million and, as a matter of fact, it is a national*
million acres. acres of Alaska land and again the rec- park with wilderness imposed upon it,

These lands are valuable lands. They ommendations of the Secretary of the Those and other concessions were
are lands that have not only resource Interior were rejected. made to Members of the House I feel

value but great values for tourism and We were then into another Congress, through the actions that were taken here
recreation as well. and the House of Representatives was by the distinguished Senator from Mas-

The decisions as to the classification heard from and the first of the Udall sachusetts.

and use of those lands will be made by bills was introduced. The first Udall bill, . 
It is my hope now that the House will

the State legislature and by the Gov- according to my memory, dealt with view this bill as we all viewed the bill

ernor, something like 115 million acres. By in the ad hoc conference in -1978, and
Just as in these past 9 years, we the time it had passed through the that the Members there who have

have been dealing with the question of House of Representatives it dealt with worked long and hard on this subject
what to do with Federal lands that will about 130 million acres, will see fit to seek approval by the House
be remaining in Federal ownership after The Senate worked on a bill during of the bill that will pass this body today.
the State and Native lands are deeded that Congress in 1978 and the Energy There is little time left in this Con-

from the Federal Government to our Committee reported a bill by .a vote of gress. We have, according to my calcu-
State and to our Native people. so now 17 to 1. lations, about 5 weeks left after this
will the legislature be concerned with That bill then went to what we call week. There is not time for a prolonged
the classification and use of State lands the ad hoc conference. We met infor- conference, and there is not time for pro-

and, of course, the Native people with mally with Members of the House of longed disagreement over details.
regard to the use of their own lands Representatives and tried to work out a In my opinion, we have met the high
which will not be Federal nor State compromise bill that would be accepta- priorities of the other body with regard
owned. They will be held by Alaska Na- ble to both the Senate and the House to their requests dealing with this bill
tive villages and by the Alaska Native of R,epresentatives, and we thought we Those concessions to the Members of
regional corporations. had such a bill. It was prevented from the House were made over my objections

I am hopeful that the lessons we have becoming law because of the fact that or despite my objections, but they have
.learned here concerning the classifica- we were down to the last 2 days of that been made and I, as I state, am hopeful
tion and use of Federal lands will be session and it took unanimous consent to that the Members of the other body will
studied and that the points we have tried deal with it and that unanimous consent recognize that they have left an indeli-
to make here will in fact be points that was not forthcoming. ble mark on this legislation, and that
members of the State legislature will We then had another bill that was there should be no further changes to it,
heed because the lands in Alaska that passed by the House of Representatives Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
have been selected by our State are lands which would have extended the 5-year of our time.
in close proximity to the great residen- period of section 17(d) (2) of the Alaska The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
tial areas of our State and to the vil- Native land claims which had expired pore. Who yields time?
lages and communities in rural Alaska. or was to expire then on December 18, ORDER OF PROCEDURE UPON DISPQSITION OF

Second. I wish to sav just a little bit 1978. That bill passed the House of Rep- H.R. 39

about the historv of this bill to get It resentatives and would have extended Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
back into perspective. for 1 year thë period of review Congress I ask unanimous consent that upon the

Mr. President. it was in 1970 as we had given itself. That bill also was disposition of the Alaska lands bill the
were reviewing the ouestion of the Alaska blocked. Chair recess the Senate until 1: 30 p.m.
Native land claims that I discovered that We came to this session of this Con- today, at which time,of course, the Sen-
50 million acres of Alaska had been gress and in it the udall bill passed the ate will then resume consideration of
classified as lands that were potential House. My estimate is--some people H.R. 1197.
national parks. argue with it-that the Udall bill af- The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-

I was surprised to find those classifi- fected 150 million acres of Alaska land. pore. Is there objection? The Chair hears
cation orders. There were orders that had Again the Senate Energy Committee none, and it is so ordered.
been entered by the Denartment of In- spent a great deal of time on the bill, Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, will the
terior as internal guidance in dealing and it is my understanding that in the Senator from West Virginia, the dis-
with Alask'a lands. House Interior Committee and the Sen- tinguished majority leader, yield to me

The imrJact of those classification or- ate Energy Committee-including its 20 minutes?
ders affecting 50 million acres of Alaska predecessor, the Senate Interior Com- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I already have
lands led to section 17(d)(2) of the Alas- mittee-theren ever has been a bill that made arrangements for the Senator to
kan Native Land Claims Settlement Act has taken as much time of either com- have this time.
in which Congress instructed the Secre- mittee in the history of those commit- The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
tary of the Interior to review up to 80 tees than the Alaska lands legislation. pore. The Senator from Alaska is recog-
million acres of Alaska lands to deter- We now have a bill before us which nized for 20 minutes.
mine whether any portion of that 80 is a revision of the Senate Energy Com- Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, I have
million acres should go into national mittee bill. What I understand happened always feared that, in addition to the
parks, wildlife refuges, wild and scenic is that we have informally in this body thwarting of future economic growth of
rivers, or national forests. worked out modifications to the Senate Alaska, the massive, restrictive conser-

Congress gave the Secretary of the Energy Committee bill to meet the re- vation system units designated in this
Interior 2 years to make that review, quests that were relayed to Members of legislation would be used to terminate or
and at the end of 2 years the report was this body-not to me but to Members severely curtail existing recreational and
submitted by the then Secretary Morton. of this body-from the staff and Mem- traditional uses of the lands involved.

His report recommended that 83 mil- bers of the House of Representatives. Furthermore, I fear that one potential
lion acres of Alaska be set aside, 15 mil- I am hopeful that what we have here benefit of these designations, enhanced
lion of which was for a future study area. now is a bill which is comparable to the tourism in Alaska,would be impaired by
So, in effect, he recommended that 68 bill at least in standing to the one we prohibition of or intentional neglect for
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visitor facilities and access in and to the Mr. JACKSON. I certainly concur with sucli use is encouraged. Any curtailmentthat observation. Compatible recreation or redistribution of use should be madenew units.raid 

that if the same philoso- use and enjoyment is indeed an im- only after careful study of the use and
phy prevails, which has led to the crea- portant consideration for all conserva- resources, and that it is demonstratedtion of these units, we will not see any tion system units in Alaska. I certainly that real resource-based need exists for
meaningful efforts put forth over the hope that as many visitors as possible such action.
next decade to provide for or enhance have an opportunity to irisit these spec- The Fortymile River is designated intourism. That is. not to say we will not tacular park and refuge units we are this legislation due to its scenic, recrea-receive any visitors. I am sure that the establishing today. tional, and histgric values. Much of this
numbers of backpackers in the Gates of Mr. ORAVEL. Regulation by the Na- historic value stems from its role in thethe Arctic and the Wrangells will in- tional Park Service has grown increas- gold rush and to its more modern gold
crease. But for the older, less agile, and ingly capricious and heavy-handed in mining activities. One of the primary
less affluent who now visit Yellowstone, recent years as evidenced by the treat- reasons for designation of certain seg-
the Grand Canyon, Great Smokies, and ment of in-holders, mining claimants, ments as "scenic" and "recreational" isother great units of our National Park and recreationists such as mountain to accommodate the existing road and
System most of the areas in Alaska will climbers. As so persistently and articu- mining activities in the area. Thus, it
be nothing more than lines on a map- lately told to me by Doug Buchanan, should be the intent that current goldog limits to most president of the Alaska Alpine Club, the mining activities, operating under ex-

These fears come not only from the law over regulation of such benign activities istmg law and regulations, be permitted
per se but from what I foresee in the way as mountain climbing has not only been to continue and that the Taylor High-
of future regulations and actions by zeal- mostly unnecessary and an instrusion on way which traverses the river at several
ous bureaucrats who were not party to personal rights, but that in some cases locations providing key recreational ac-
the legislation before us. Although I be- Park Service requirements have actually cess, be permitted to be upgraded and
lieve that our words of intent and clari- resulted in unsafe climbing practices and possibly realined as needed in future
fication today will fall on deaf bureau- increased chances of accidents. To every years even if lands within the river des-
eratic ears several years, if not several extent possible, the National Park Serv- Ignation are involved.
months, from now, I would hope the ice should net regulate such pursuits as The Nowitna River was specifically
sponsors of this bill would join with me mountain climbing when controls are not named in the Senate Committee ver-in a colloquy on several of the many simply not necessary. I hope it is the sion of the bill because of its significant
issues and potential problems raised in intent of the Congress that this legisla- use by local village residents along the
the legislation. tion does not by mere definition call for 

o ehdouw t rI would hope that it is the understand- an array of new regulations governing craft access, and access by large motor-ing and belief of the sponsors that the various uses, but rather that regulations ized watercraft up the river to reachconservation system units designated in be minimized in line with the currenb mining claims outside the river area Thethis bill in Alaska are fundamentally benign level of use of most of the new Nowitna is a large river, navigable bydifferent than those we have designated units in Alaska. 
substantial motorized craft the entirein the past in the lower 48 States. By vir- Mr. JACKSON. I cannot agree that length of the designated segment Withtue of the many different legislative pro- the Park Service has grown capricious the designation of the river is the newvisions which have been included in this and heavy-handed in recent years in substitute, I would hope that it is thebill unique to the various conservation Alaska. With regard to mountain climb- intent of the Congress that the river con-systems, I hope that it is clear that the ing, it is my understanding that no new tinue to be available to ,use by motor-Congress mtends a different approach to regulations regarding this activity have ized craft for a variety of uses now oc-administrative regulations for these been issued, nor are any such regula- curring, including large craft supplyinareas than may apply elsewhere. I hope tions contemplated. The regulations mining camps far upriver, and that th

that this Congress is putting the manag- which are in place at Mount McKinley selective cutting of house logs and fire-
ing agencies on notice that -the goal of are, I have been told, designed to pro- Wood along the river for local use be per-the managing agencies should not be to tect the park visitor. mitted.bring the various parks and refuges in I certainly agree, however, that the Mr. JACKSON. I agree generally withAlaska into "conformity" with the uses designation of these areas as conserva- the Senator's comments regarding theseand regulations which might be appro- tion system units does not carry with it wild and scenic rivers. In my view nonepriate in other units outside of Alaska- an automatic infusion of new and bur- of the uses cited by the Senator 'wouldthat the intent of the Congress is to pre- densome regulations. be necessarily precluded by wild andserve the differences outhned and ac- Mr. GRAVEL. Specifically, the bill in- scenic river designation. Of course, eachcommodated .for in this legislation in cludes language that climbing and re- such activity would have to be viewed oncommg years. lated access are a purpose of certain na- a case-by-case basis in the context of aMr. JACKSON. Mr. President, certain- tional park units. I hope it is the intent variety of existing laws and circum-ly all of us agree that the Alaska situa- that this language not be used as a spe- stances,tion is unique. In response to that cific mandate to the National Park Serv- Mr. GRAVEL. Some parks are obvious-uniqueness, the committee reported bill ice that this use be specifically regu- ly going to remain fly-in or boat-in areasand the substitute incorporated a num- lated or that such uses of other park or for visitor use in a wilderness settingber of provisions especially designed to refuge areas in the bill is not appropri- But other units have great potential formeeet the needs of Alaskans and the ate or permitted. higher levels of visitors use by virtue ofAlaska landscape. I think our intent in Mr. JACKSON. That is the intent. hein.g readily accessible from the exist-this regard is clear and I plan to carefully Mr. ORAVEL. There is a myriad of ing Alaska highway net. Units such asmonitor the administration of these new specific uses in specific areas which I Denali. Wrangell-St. Elias, and theunits in Alaskka in the days to come. think would be in jeopardy with this Harding Icefield/Kenal Flords ParksMr. GRAVEL. I would hope that it is legislation, but I would just like to cover should be viewed this way. I would hopethe intent of the Congress that tourism a few here recognizing that the list is that it is the intent that the road lead-and recreation use is an appropriate use by no means exhaustive. ing up the Re^surrection River to Exitof all the various parks and refuges WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS Olacier _in the Harding IceIIeld unit becreated in this legislation, whether or Birch Creek, the Delta River, and the completed at the earliest time and thatnot such use is specifically listed as a Oulkana River are designated and are a visitor access point be developed there.purpose of the particular unit. To the all very popular, road-accessible rivers. Mr. JACKSON. The"Senatoris correctextent that other values of the unit are I would hope that designation of these I am hopeful that those Alaska parksnot harmed, there should be an effort rivers does not automatically imply the which are accessible from the existingto encourage and to accommodate in- need for use quota systems. Rather it Alaska highway net will indeed becreased visitor use and appreciation of should be the intent that these rivers heavily visited. With regard te the Kenaithe various units by the Federal man- have been designated for their value as Fjords, I would call the attention of theagement agencies. canoeing and kayaking streams and that Senator to the Committee Report 96-
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413 (p. 150) where the need for the road success we move to excess. So we see a guard the areas of special value. Their
and the visitor facility are specifically situation today where, although its foun- goals literally were to take the subcon-
addressed. dations are sound, although its thoughts tinent of Alaska out of the economic in-

Mr. GRAVEL. I hope that it is the are sincere, and although its goals are ventory and make de facto wilderness
intent that the existing Nabesna Road proper, they go far beyond what is rea- through . whatever device possible,
and the Chitina-McCarthy Road be con- sonable and what constitute a proper whether it was executive action or
tinued to be maintained and used for balance in our ecological system, a bal- whether it was bureaucratic action pres-

public access into the Wrangell-St. Elias ance involving every bit as much homo ent or prospectively.
Park and Preserve. sapiens as anything else. And so, the climate did not exist then

Mr. JACKSON. I share the Senator's The efforts to which I became party 2 years ago and does not exist today to
view on this matter, started in 1968 when, in the final hours effect· a reasonable compromise, because

Mr. GRAVEL. The bill includes among of the Johnson administration, Secretary those forces felt they had the political
the definitions of conservation system Stewart Udall had an agenda which was clout in the Nation to effect their will
unit units of the National Trails System, literally the agenda of the national pres- and saw no need to compromise. They

Thus, the transportation title would ap- ervationist community. That agenda in- made the decision that they would just
ply to such units as the Iditarod National volved somewhere between 15 million to take what they could get through the use
Historic Trail which I secured into law 25 million acres of land in Alaska, in- of this arbitrary political clout, and we
2 years ago. With the creation of the his- volving unusual features that should be see the results.
toric trails category and the Iditarod protected in perpetuity. That agenda A great deal is made of the delaying
Trail we set out specific legislative pro- rapidly escalated with the skill and lead- tactics that I have employed. I think a
visions and legislative history in regard ership of Congressman MORRIs UDALL in great deal has been distorted in that re-
to access across such units. Thus, I would the deliberations on the Alaska lands is- gard, unfortunately. I think the REcORD,

hope that it is the intent that this leg- sue in 1971. When it is properly researched, will be
islation not impose any additional bar- In the course of the conference on the very, very clear that in 1978, when the
riers or restrictions on access across or Native Claims Settlement Act, and with- full lines of this horrendous legislation
involving National Historic Trails in- out hearing, without notice, without were understood, I declared myself in
cluding the Iditarod Trail, but that the preparation, a very arbitrary and capri- opposition and have been consistent in
previous legislation and legislative his- cious request was made to set-aside that position ever since.
tory for the National Historic Trails lands, to study them, with the intent of In the latter part of 1978, in the period
would generally prevail except in the putting them into the four preservation October 13 and 14 of that year, an effort
case of the application process itself. systems we now see defined by this legis- was made, in the Senate to try to bring

Mr. JACKSON. The Senator is correct lation. Initially his request was on the through a bill at the final moments. And
in his understanding. order of 120 million acres, that is all there was. Just a broad effort,

Mr. GRAVEL. Although the language At that time the Alaska delegation talking in general concepts. Nothing had
which I inserted in committee markup of present in the room opposed this. But been reduced to writing and agreed upon
the bill regarding the Terror Lake Hy- recognizing the exigencies of the mo- by all the parties.
droelectric project has been altered ment, recognizing the fact that the Na- At that point I had raised several ob-

somewhat in the substitute measure be- tive Land Claims legislation had great jections in an ad hoc conference that
fore us, I would hope that the intent is momentum and was greatly needed, and was created with the participation of all
still the same and that the committee also not suspecting at the time that a the major players. And, of course, that
report language which was for this orig- study, a simple study, would be so in- is the tragedy, that it was just the major
inal provision is still applicable and jurious to the subcontinent of Alaska, players that knew what was going on,
would prevail. we agreed to a compromise of 80 million Literally nobody else knew what was go-

Mr. JACKSON. The basic intent of the acres, but without being able to consult ing on, nor what would be the impact
committee report with regard to this our constituents. of what the major players hoped to effect.
project has not been changed by the So it was decided that 80 million acres And so the effort was thwarted, to some
adoption of the language in the sub- would be withdrawn and studied and a degree, by myself, but, as was stated later,
stitute. Both are designed to insure that recommendation made to the Congress, was thwarted also by the environmental
projects such as this are examined on a which recommendation would be effected community, since they would not agree,
case-by-case basis and not summarily within 5 years. After the study, the Re- And to have an agreement all parties
rejected without careful review, publican administration, at the time un- must be in agreement, not just one party

Mr. ORAVEL. Mr. President, I would der Secretary Rogers Morton, came up saying yes.
like to address at this time several points with 83 million acres as a recommenda- That agreement was never reduced to
that have been raised in the course of the tion, which can only lead one to believe writing until the 14th. At that time, I
debate on this subject so as to make the that had the recommendation for a study came into possession of that agreement
record as complete as possible from my been 120 million acres, that would have and introduced it into the REcORD on the
particular point of view, been the proposal. Such were the forces 15th. That, essentially, was staff work,

I would just like to say with respect to that existed within the bowels of the In- It had never proceeded beyond the staff,
the history of the Alaska lands issue, it terior Department. And so that recom- so representations that this was a bill or
started out by request-I wonder if the mendation to the Congress worked its an agreement are totally exaggerated and
Chair would notify me when I have 5 way into legislation that we were all inaccurate.
minutes left. The history started na- party to, to one degree or another. The statement that I make now is
tionally at the turn of the century be- I had been attempting in southeast backed up by statements that were made
cause of the excesses of the industrial Alaska to work out an accommodation in 1979 by Mr. UDALL, Mr. SEIBERLING,

revolution. It was a movement essen- through a study of the possibilities of and public statements made in the press
tially founded in the thoughts and the setting aside some wilderness. All that by the leadership of the national envi-
fine ideas of Thoreau, which were to the effort was thwarted with the introduc- ronmental community,
effect that we should not despoil our en- tion of the Udall-Seiberling legislation The rest, I think, is history that is
vironment capriciously. Thoughtful peo- which, essentially, was designed to create reasonably clear. I opposed the time
ple stepped forward and made unusual an instant wilderness. That legislation agreement in 1979. I opposed the time
efforts to try to bring some sanity to the also brought about the legislation we now agreement in 1980, but saw no device to
laissez faire attitude and, in my opinion, see before us for passage. erfect delay in the early part of 1980
arrogant attitude toward the land that That legislation, I felt, was excessive and so agreed to a time agreement, the
existed at that time. then and is excessive now. I began to details of which were negotiated on the

Great progress was made and, of understand the goals of the preservation- floor of the Senate and is accurately
course, a foundation for a fine National ists and no growthers, who were the peo- documented in the R-EcORD.

Park System was developed. These goals ple pressing for this legislation. Those I will not go into the legislative his-
were pursued and, I think, admirably goals were not to develop a balanced tory as concerns the State legislature
pursued. But, unfortunately, as is so piece of legislation wherein we could of Alaska or the various actions within
often the case in human affairs, with realize sound economy and properly safe- the Alaska community. I will leave that
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to further writings, either by myself or but at the will of the sovereign State of is no more fair as a basis for praise thanothers who can give it, from the dis- Alaska. it is as a basis for criticism. Those whotance of time. It will thereby be a more That is not in this bill so, State sov- know and appreciate the long difficultdispassionate assessment. But I would ereignty is impaired an(1 the economic process by which this controversial and
only say that everything focused within potential for alternative uses of the Na- complex legislation reached the point ofthe Alaska community on seven points. tive lands is impaired. This will have its overwhelming victory today in the

Statements are made today that these great human and economic conse- Senate recognize that there are a great
seven points are reasonably adhered to quences and environmental consequences many individuals, Senators, and their
or that we have a reasonable bill. I could on this subcontinent of Alaska. staffs, members of the administration,not disagree with that position more Concerning the provision of no more_... and others without whom this historic
vehemently. I will go over the seven here, again, I think it is not a serious compromise would have been impossible.points quickly and give my assessment gain, though we have it in this· legisla- I want to thank all of those people andof them. tion. There is no need that more be done to salute their dedication. I know as I be-First is that this legislation will re. by a future Executive. It is all done in gin this attempt to pay tribute to those
voke the antiquities, takings of land this legislation. So in the future we will who contributed so much that I will in-
that were exercised by the President of never have a President who will exercise evitably and inadvertently excludethe United States on the 1st of Decem- against Alaska the injustice that took some--for that, I apologize in advance.ber 1978. In my mind that is a straw place at the hands of the President in I want to thank my colleagues whoman; a total straw man. Obviously, any his use of the Antiquities Act and at the worked so long and hard for the five
legislation would do that. and to look hands of the Secretary in his use of the amendments which we, together, shaped.upon that as an accomplishment is a BLM Organic Act. They need not take Without their strong and constant sup-banality of the highest order. place in the future. It is all in this leg- port during the hegotiations on the com-

The reason the President exercised islation. promise, the bill we have today would
the Antiquities Act the way he did was, Of course, I think the greatest dam- have been significantly weaker.to unreasonably punish Alaska: to use age that is done to'the Nation and to 

- 

Senator LEVIN and Senator NELsON,the force of the Executive to bully the the world is done in the sixth point of who sponsored the critical wilderness
Alaska constituency and the leadership our consensus in Alaska. That was that amendment, Senator McGOVERN whoof Alaska into the acceptance of legisla- we not lock up valuable minerals, and sponsored the national forest amend-
tion that we have today. that we not lock up large tracts of oil ment, Senator MATHIAs who sponsoredSo to now claim that we have a great and gas potential lands. the parks amendment, and Senatoraccomplishment in that we are going to We have done that. We have done that EAGLETON and Senator PROxMIRE who
reverse what the President has done in directly to the tune of some 40 million sponsored the wild and scenic riversthe misute of the law. and to claim that acres of sedimentary basin, and indi- amendment have my deepest apprecia-that is an accomplishment, is in my rectly by denying access in strategic tion for their dedication to, their support
opinion, a banality. areas. We have done it to the tune of for, and at times their patience with my

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem·. 100 million acres in sedimentary basin efforts on this bill.
pore. The Senator has 5 minutes re- for oil and gas alone. I want particularly to thank Senatorsmaining. Based upon the facts that I intro- HART and CHAFEE, and Senators RAN-

Mr. GRAVEL. I thank the Chair. duced into the REcORD earlier, we have DOLPH, CULVER, and CHURcH, who led
The second point, with respect to the done it to the tune of $9 trillion over the the fight for the refuge amendment ontransference of the State lands and Na- next generation in terms of minerals, the Senata floor. It was their victory

tive lands, I can only say again that is a Only God knows how much, because by a 2-to-1 margin on three separatestrawman of ridiculous proportions. We those are only estimates, and unless one votes. which laid the foundation for thehave in law 104 million acres that will go were to look, one really will never know negotiations which followed. In my judg-
to the State of Alaska under the State- what we have denied ourselves in terms ment, it took great wisdom and visionhood Act, and we have in other law land of treasure. for them to yield points that they hadthat will go to the Natives under the The final consensus point which is not won here on the floor, which meant aClaims Settlement Act. adhered to either is, of course, the life- great deal to them, in order to reach aAs I understand law, you do not need style of Alaska. balanced settlement of the entire Alaska
another law to do what a prior law has When we say the lifestyle of Alaska, lands issue. I would apologize to them
done, we mean a great deal. Time does not to the extent that, at times, we did this

Now, there may be disputes. But, as I permit me to define that in all of its without full consultation.
view these disputes, none of them were flowering. I only want to say when you Mr. President, it would be impossiblethe match of what is taking place in the take a population of 400,000 people and to go on talking about the environmen-actual legislation itself. I can only say you superimpose over that population talist efforts on this bill without men-that testimony to that fact is that the a bureaucratic cost that in the next 5. tioning the principal Republican cospon-Native community asked, in the final years will approach $1 billion, you know sor of the original Tsongas-Roth bill, theTsongas substitute, that the accelerated that you not only impair the lifestyle national forest amendment, and myland provisions that existed in S 9- of what we Alaskans are fond to call the steadfast ally, through these manywhich, in my opinion, again were a straw- Alaskan way,but you just plain, straight- months, Senator WILLIAM ROTH of Dela-man to focus attention on something that out impair human lifestyle with a bu- ware. I told Senator RoTH at our firstwas not really important-be removed reaucratic oppression that is unbeliev- press conference together early last yearbecause they realized that such capri- able. that I expected it might be the only timeclousness could cause difficulty with the The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- in our Senate careers that the namestransference of the lands that already pore. The time of the Senator has ex- TsONGAS and ROTH Were found togetherwere provided for in law. pired. in the leadership on the same side ofThe other element of the seven points, Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, at a later an issue. Now, having come to knowthe access provision, I have dealt with time I will add comments for the REcORD, BILL RoTH and having worked closelyrepeatedly in this body in the course of but let me say at this point that we make with him, I have changed my mind ondebate. I can only reiterate by saying that a tragic mistake but that, of course, is that prediction.my major concern was not access in the possible in a democracy. As I stated yesterday, the solid rockFederal area. My concern was access to The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- of the enviromnentalist position, the manState and Native lands and private lands pore. The Senator from Massachusetts is who more than any other, held my feetm Alaska. The reason for the size of the recognized for 5 minutes. to the fire, was the Senator from Cali-taking was actually to impair access. Mr. TSONGAS. Mr. President, much fornia, the distinguished majority whipThere was only one safeguard that was has been said and written already about and my friend, ALAN CRANSTON. I wantpossible, and that was an immutable, the "three Senators behind closed doors" to thank h'm for his advice and counselguaranteed access that was triggered not who fashioned the compromise on the and for liis skills as an organizer andat the will of the Federal Establishment Alaska lands bill. That characterization leader. His work on behalf of first our
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amendments and later the efforts to- to this legislation, and he has often been cation. A fair compromise of the numer-

ward a balanced compromise were in- devastatmgly effective in his defense of ous and enormously complex and con-

valuable. the interests of the people of his State of troversial issues contained in this bill

I want to express my respect for and Alaska, as he saw them, but he has al- would have been impossible without the

appreciation of the efforts of the ma- Ways conducted himself with grace and tireless diligence of the many staffers

jority leader on this legislation. As al- dignity and, I think, with great human who contributed.
ways,his fairness and leadership kept us warmth. I shall always remember our I want particularly to thank Rob

on course toward a solution of the issue, great battles on this bill, and our mo- McKim of Senator ROTH's staff; Stephen

but, in this particular instance, the pa- ments of compromise, but particularly Saunders and Peter Gold of Senator
tience he showed and the assistance he my friendship for Senator STEVENS, born HART's staff; Ned Leonard of Senator
gave to a freshman Senator in need were of my respect for his service to the public McGOvERN's staff; Martha Pope of the
especially appreciated. good, and the promise of Alaskan crab Environment and Public Works Commit-

I recall my attempt at one point to tonight at the party. tee staff; Ruth Fleischer of Senator

have a unanimous-consent resolution in- Mr. President, I should like to make PROXMIRE's staff; Rebecca Wodder of
troduced on which he advised me that a very special acknowledgement to my Senator NELsON's staff; Dave Hansell and
that was not quite what I wanted. In colleagues in the House of Representa- John Drucker of Senator LEvIN's staff;
retrospect, it turns out that he was cor- tives who have been through this ardu. Kathy Files and Roy Greenaway of Sen-

rect. ous process of passing an Alaskan lands ator CRANsTON's staff; Marion MOrris Of

Mr. President, the other two of those bill twice in recent years. In the 95th Senator MATHIAs' staff; Bob Hurley and

"three men in a closed room" have again Congress, a strong Alaska bill passed Nancy Barrow of Senator CHAFEE's

demonstrated, as they have time and the House, 277 to 31. In the 96th Con- staff; Rinde Belshe and Susan Koch of
again in their leadership of the Senate gress,an even stronger bill passed, 360 to Senator EAGLETON's staff, and Pat Pour-

Energy Committee, their deep commit- 65. Those overwhelming victories for the chot of Senator GRAvEL's staff. I appre-

ment to the national interest, a sound environmental ethic made it possible ciate their efforts throughout this long,
energy policy and the protection of our for the President of the United States painstaking process.

most critical resource, our environment. and the Secretary of the Interior to use Mr. President, finally and most im-

I speak of our chairman and ranking their existing authorities of law to pro- portantly, special tribute is due to the
minority member of the Energy Com- tect, by monument and wildlife refuge seven staffers who have come to be
mittee, the Senator from Washington, designation, the spectacular wildlands of known as the "Alaska hostages: ' ' Steven
Senator JACKsON, and the Senator from Alaska. Those victories also helped make Silver of Senator STEVENS' staff, who has
Oregon, Senator HATFIELD. Chairman possible what we have been able to ac- battled our position every inch of the
JAcKSON's strength and steady hand at complish in the Senate on behalf of a way,but who has always conducted him-

the helm, throughout committee delib- balanced bill which protects most of the self as an honorable and gracious oppo-

erations, floor consideration, and the areas the House sought to protect in its nent; Mike Harvey, Tom Williams, Tony
negotiatåons toward a compromise, his legislation. Bevinetto, and Debbie Merrick of the
fairness, pragmatism and experience set While there are many, many cham- Energy Committee staff; and Roy Jones
the tone and th-e standard throughout. pions in the .House of a strong Alaska and Richard Arenberg of my staff. Not
As always, Chairman JAcKsON's leader- lands bill, such as Representatives BRUCE Only do I Owe these individuals a per-
ship was complemented and enhanced yENTO. PETER KOSTMAYER, LAMAR OUDGER, sOnål debt Of gratitude for their super-
by the steady support and wise counsel pHIL BURTON, and JIm WEAvER, history human efforts over the days and nights
of Senator MARK HATFIELD. * will show that had it not been for Mo of the past several weeks, but I believe

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- UDALL and JOHN SEIBERLING, we would that, in the end, they will prove to have
pore. The time of the Senator has ex- simply not now be at the threshold of played an historic role in an accomplish-
pired. passing this historic legislation. ment by this Congress for which the

Mr. TSONGAS. Mr. President, I ask The work of Chairman UDALL and whole Nation, today and for generations
unanimous consent to proceed for 4 ad- JOHN SEIBERLING has been the very foun- to come, will thank us all.
ditional minutes- . dation of all versions of H.R. 39 over the I think that when they look back on

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- past 4 years. They set the targets, they their careers, they willfind that not only
pore. Who yields additional time? issued the challenge. We in the Senate have they done a great deal for their

Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, I yield have now responded to their challenge particular principals, but they have done

3 minutes to the Senator. by obtaining the strongest bill we could a great deal for their country as well.
Mr. TSONGAS. We compromise to the to protect the natural wonders of Alaska They, in fact, were the ones who fash-

very end, Mr. President. while moving the legislation forward to- ioned the compromise and I think that
It has been a very great privilege for ward achievement of our mutual goal on should be acknowledged.

me to have my name associated in this this important legislation. I thank the chairman for his courtesy.
legislation with those of Senators JAcK- I want to add a speciai note of thanks Mr. President, I am submitting for my-

sON and HATFIELD whose names already to members of the Carter administra- seif, Senator JAcKsON, Senator HATFIELD,

command national respect and admira- tion, particularly Secretary of the In- and Senator ROTH a titie-by-titie sum-
tion. terior Cecil Andrus and Chief of the mary of the substitute which describes

Mr. President, I want to say how much Forest Service Max Peterson and their the significant changes from the com-

I respect the courage and skill of the staffs. At many crucial points in the mittee bill.
Senator from Alaska, Mr. GRAvEL. He has negotiations, it was the exuertise and This summary is not intended to be an
been a formidable adversary. He admin- skill of these individuals and the efforts exhaustive analysis of the substitute or
istered a parliamentary lesson to me the of the White House staff that provided a complete legislative history. It is de-

other day, one I will not soon forget, be- the basis for resolution. signed instead to augment the Senate
cause I may need it some day. In addition, I want to mention, as I and House reports and to aid in the un-

I should like to say that, even though did yesterday, the dedicated and invalu- derstanding of the substitute which the
we differed on this issue, I hope that able service of the legions of the Alaska Senate adopted yesterday.
next time we have an issue come up, I coalition. They are too numerous to Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-

shall have the good sense to get him on mention and I will attempt to convey my sent that that title-by-title summary be
my side at the outset. He is not only a appreciation personally, but let it suffice prmted in the REcORD at this point.
very effective Senator, but I think he is to say that I know of no more effective There being no objection, the summary
a.very decent human being as well. grassroots organization on Capitol Hill. was ordered to be printed in the REcOR.D,

Finally, Mr. President, I have come, Finally, and it is somehow inappropri- as follows:
over these many months, to know the ate that it should be at the end, I pay TITLE II-NATIONAL PARK SYSTEM
senior Senator from Alaska, TED tribute to those staff people who actually ANIAKcHAK NATIONAL MONUMENT

STEvENs, and I have come to understand did the work on this bill. The struggle to AND PRESERVE

why he is held in such great esteem by fashion and enact a balanced Alaska The Committee recommended a national
our colleagues m this body. We have lands bill has been particularly marked monument containing approximately Iss,ooo
often disagreed on issues with respect by extraordinary staff effort and dedi- acres of Federal lands and a national pre.
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serve of approximately 376,000 acres of Fed- than a recreation area. The large central WRANGELL-ST. ELIAS NATIONAL PARK AND
eral lands. The Committee further recom- preserve in the Committee reported bill PRESERvE
mended that the monument be closed to which included the John River Valley and The Committee recommended a national
subsistence uses. In the substitute the the Anaktuvuk Pass region has been class- park of approximately 7,990,000 acres of Fed-
Aniakchak National Monument and Pre- ified as part of the parlc in the substitute. eral lands, a national preserve of approxi-
serve are the same as recommended by the This area should also be considered part of mately 3,093,000 of Federal lands, and a na-
Committee except that subsistence uses by the park's subsistence zone in addition to the tional recreation area of approximately
local residents shall be allowed in the monu- drainages identified in the Committee report. 1,235,000 acres of Federal lands. In the sub-
ment where such uses have been traditional A small preserve in the northeast corner of stitute there has been a change in classifi-

BERING LAND BRIDGE NATIONAL PRESERvE the unit remains. Thus, in the substitute cation for portions of the area, but the ex-
The Committee recommended a national the Gates of the Arctic National Park would ternal boundary of the management unit is

preserve of approximately 2,457,000 acres of contain approximately 7,052,000 acres of the same as recommended by the Commit-

Federal lands, The Committee provided for Federal lands and the preserve would con- tee. In the substitute the national recreation
the continuation of customary patterns and tain approximately 900,000 acres of Federal area classification and management have
modes of travel along an existing winter trail lands. The provisions regarding subsistence been deleted and those lands designated in-

route between Deering and the Taylor High- activities in the park and the special access stead as part of the preserve. In addition,
way The substitute seeks to clarify the in- language for the Kobuk River Preserve unit lands at the entrance of the Chitina Valley
tent in allowing public use of the Deering have been retained. 3 and the Kuskklunana River Valley have been
to Taylor Highway route as provided in the KATMAI NATIONAL PARK AND PREsERVE designated as park rather than preserve. A
Committee report through statutory lan- The Committee recommended a national portion of the park south of Kuskklunana
guage that makes it clear there must be ade- park of approximately 936,000 acres of Fed- 

has been changed to preserve. Thus, the sub-

quate snow cover to protect the environment eral lands and a national preserve of ap- 
stitute establishes a national park of ap-

before the trail can be used. proximately 409,000 acres of Federal lands. 
,
E(°dxima eat o r 

seacreso aFedeo 
imate yDENALI NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE In the substitute there has been a change 

4,171,000 acres of Federal lands. Language
The Committee recommended a national in the internal boundary between the park 

permitting subsistence uses by local residents
park addition of approximately 2,587,000 and preserve but the external boundary in the park where such uses are traditional
acres of Federal lands and a national pre- of the management unit is the same as and in accordance with the provisions of theserve of approximately 1,169,000 acres of recommended by the Committee. The water- 

subsistence title, was added in the substitute.
Federal lands. The Committee recommended sheds of Battle Lake and Kulik Lake have The purposes for the park and preserve
no subsistence uses be allowed in the park. been added to the park rather than being and the intent of the Committee for the
In the substitute there has been a change part of the preserve, while lands in the park and preserve management are retained
in the boundary between park and preserve northwest corner of the area, south of the in the substitute.
but the external boundary of the manage- Algnak River, have been classified as pre- 

TITLE III-NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGEment unit is the same as recommended by serve rather than park. Thus, the substi- 
SYSTEMthe Committee. The southern preserve at tute establishes a national park addition

Cathedral Spires has been expanded slightly of approximately 1,037,000 acres of Federal (1) Definitions: The Senate Committee
to the nort'h. Thus, the substitute establishes lands aind a national preserve of approxi. bill defined the term "conserve ' as applied
a national park addition of approximately mately 308,000 acres of Federal lands. The to this Title.
2,426 000 acres of Federal lands. A preserve existing national monument and its park The definition of "conserve" was deleted
of 1,333,000 acres is also established. The addition are re-classified as Katmal National in the substitute in order to clarify that
existing Mount McKinley National Park and Park. The purposes for the park and preserve this bill does not change the traditional
its park addition are reclassified as Denali and the intent of the Committee for the roles of the Federal and State governments
National Park. The Committee recommenda- areas' management are retained in the sub- in the management of fish and wildlife.
tion included an authorization for the Sec- stitute Act. The definition of existing refuges was
retary to delete up to 46,080 acres from the LAKE cLARK NATIoNAL PARK AND PREsERvE amended to clarify that certain lands have
park in the vicinity of Tokositna Glacier The'Committee recommended a national ef e by c Co r as si hheepa agfor possible conveyance to the State of park of approximately 2,440,000 acres of Fed- of ANOSAAlaska. That authorization and its associated eral lands and a national preserve of approx- (2) National Wildlife Refuges,establishedstudy are not included or provided for in imately 1,210,000 acres of Federal lands. In expanded,or redesignated:the substitute- the substitute the Lake Clark National Park (a) Alaska Maritime National WildlifeThe purposes for the park and preserve and Preserve are the same as recommended Refuge: The substitute adopts the Senateand the intent of the Committee for the by the Committee. The intent of the Com- Committee proposal for this refuge exceptarea's management are retained in the sub- mittee concerning the management and use that units on the Punuk Islands and atstitute. In addition, the substitute recog- of the park and preserve is retained in the York Cape are made available for Nativenifes that traditional subsistence uses by substitute. Language permitting subsistence selection. The intent of the Committee billlocal residents may take place only in the uses by local residents in the park, where concerning the management of the refugeadditions. Subsistence uses are allowed in such uses are traditional and in accordance is retained in the substitutethe preserve in accordance with the pro- with the provisions of the subsistence title, The language in paragrapÊ (c) of the Com-visions of this Act- was added in the substitute.. Inittee bill relating to acquisition in theGATES OF THE ARCTIc NATIONAL PARK AND NOATAK NATIONAL PREsEaVE . Pribilof Islands was modilled to correspondPRESERVE 

The Committee recommended a nStional to changes in Section 1417, The remainingThe Committee recommended a national preserve containing approximately 5,413,000 language still provides that lands added topark containing approximately 4,801,000 acres acres of Federal lands and a national recrea- the refuge under this provision will be man-of Federal lands, a national preserve con- tion area containing approximtely 386,000 aged in the same manner as other refugetaining approximately 2,117,000 acres of acres of Federal lands. In the substitute there lands.
Federal lands and a national recreation area have been several changes in the area com. (b) Arctic National Wildlife Refuge: Theof approximately 1.034,000 acres of Federal pared to the Committee recommendation. Senate Committee bill added 5.65 millionlands. The Committee proposal provided for The national recreation area. in the Kelly acres to the existing Arctic National Wildlifesubsistence uses to be continued within the drainage has been eliminated and those lands Range.
park, where such uses are traditional in ac* classified as part of the preserve. Further- The substitute deletes designation of thecordance with the provisions of Title VIII. more, the Federal lands in the lower Nostak Chandalor National Conservation Area andThe Committee proposal also provided for a which are east of the river have been added the Porcupine National Forest, additionprocess whereby a transportation corridor to the preserve. Thus under the substitute a these significant wildlife populations and
would be granted across the upper Kobuk Noatak National Preserve containing approx- habitat resources to the Arctic Refuge, forRiver unit to provide access to the mineral- imately 6,460,000 acres of Federal lands would a total of 9,160,000 acres of addition to theized zone in the Bornite-Picnic Creek region be established. existing range.upon application under provisions of the Act. The Baird Mountains National Conserva- (c) Becharof National Wildlife Refuge:

In the substitute there is a substantial tion area that was recommended by the Com- The Senate Committee designated a 1.2 mil-change of the land classification for the park mittee has been deleted from the substitute, lioIf acre refuge for the purposes, amongsystem unit. However, the external boundary The lands in the lower Nostak have been others, of conserving the very high brownof the Gates of the Arctic and the purposes added to the preserve for administration by bear populations of this area. Becharof Lakefor which the area is established are the the National Park Service while the lands itself was not included in the Committeesame as recommended by the Committee. within the Squirrel River drainage will re- bill's Becharof refuge.
In the substitute the National Recreation main under the administration of the Bu- The substitute adopts the Senate Commit-Areas are eliminated. The upper Kobuk unit reau of Land Management. tee proposal for this refuge except that theis classified as a preserve, rather than a rec- The purposes of establishing the preserve amendment also includes Becharof Lake asreation area. The north fork of the Koyukuk are the same as recommended by the Com. a part of the refuge,unit is classified as part of the park, rather mittee. (d) Kanuti National Wildlife Refuge: The
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Senate Committee designated a 1.42 million bill noted that the river boundary was only Mountains National Recreation Area and

acre refuge for the purposes, among others, temporarily identified pending review of ap- Steese National Conservation Area and the

of conserving the waterfowl and other migra- propriate boundaries to include the head- Forest Service administered Porcupine Na-

tory birds, caribou, bear, and furbearer pop- waters of the river. The substitute identi- tional Forest within the basin as well as
ulations of this solar basin. The substitute fies a more appropriate management bound- deleting a 428,000 acre area in deference to
designates a slightly larger area which en- ary for the Selawik River, which incorpo- State interest in selection.
compasses additional wetland habitats, but rates some headwaters and immediate water. The substitute deletes designation of the
which does not include lands adjacent to sheds of the river. Porcupine National Forest and divides that

the Bettles Road that had been included in (1) Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge: The area between the Yukon Flats Refuge and

this refuge by the House of Representatives. Senate Committee bill established a 765,000 the adjacent Arctic NWR. Thus, the Yukon

(e) Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge: The acre refuge which included lands north of Flats NWR is expanded to approximately

substitute adopts the Senate Committee pro- the Alcan Highway. The Committee bill also 8,630,000 acres to encompass additional pro-

posal for the Kodiak National Wildlife ref- included a provision for exchange of federal ductive wildlife habitats within the Yukon

uge, except that it modified language related lands with State lands inside the refuge to Flats basin,

to an application for a hydroelectric project facilitate the management needs of both (3) Administration of National Wildlife
at Terror Lake to insure that this type of agencies. The purposes, among others, for Refugees:
request was not categorically denied but this refuge include management and conser- (a) Boundaries of units: As with all con-

rather would receive careful consideration vation of waterfowl,raptors and other mi- servation system units, the acreage figures
to determine whether under existing laws, gratory birds, furbearers,moose, bears, cari- stated for each refuge are only approximate,
including the finding of compatibility re- bou, salmon and unique genetic strains of The map referenced in each instance con-

quired by the Refuge Administration Act, Dolly Vardens. trols the actual area encompassed by the
it could or could not be permitted. The substitute deletes some 65,000 acres refuge, except for the Alaska Maritime Na-

(f) Koyukuk National Wildlife Refuge: of federal lands from the refuge by drawing tional Wildlife Ref,uge where the written de-

The substitute adopted the Senate Commit- the boundary 300 feet south of the center scription will control as maps of sufficient
tee proposal for this refuge, except that it line of the Alcan Highway. The substitute detail are not available to accurately depict
added 15,000 acres of land with important also deletes the exchange provision, all of the lands included in this refuge.
watershed and wildlife habitat to this refuge. (j) Togiak National Wildlife Refuge: The (b) Administration: The substitute de-

(g) Nowitna National Wildlife Refuge: The Senate Committee established a 3.310 mil- letes, as a redundancy,language in Section
Senate Committee established a BLM Na- lion acre refuge to conserve among others, 304(a) regarding application of fish and
tional Conservation Area of 3 million acres the spectacular seabird nesting colonies at wildlife conservation laws to refuge admin-

in the Nowitna area. Cape Peirce; the 1.7 million salmon which istration. Such laws are included among
The substitute deletes the NCA and desig- annually spawn in the Togiak, Goodnews and those governing the administration of units

nates a 1.56 million acres refuge bounded Kanektok River systems; the millions of of the National Wildlife Refuge System.
on the north by the Yukon River. Certain migratory birds, marine mammals and fish (c) Permitted Uses: The substitute de-

islands in that river and the Nowitna River which depend upon the brackish estuaries to letes, as redundant,language in Section 304
corridor are also included in the refuge. which Togiak. provides the freshwater com- (b) regarding authorization to permit com-
This refuge has among its purposes, the ponent; and to restore the historic abun- patible sport hunting and fishing and trap-
management and protection of white- dance of large mammal populations in this ping within refuges. Such authority already
fronted geese and other waterfowl and mi- area, rests with the Secretary under the National
gratory birds, martens, wolverines, wolves The Committee's proposal added 300,000 Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act
and other furbearers, moose, salmon, shee- acres to this refuge that the House of Rep- (16 U.S.C. 668dd, as amended) and the Rec-
fish and northern pike and the many other resentatives had included in the Yukon reational Use of Conservation Areas Act
fish and wildlife species and their habitats Delta NWE. (16 U.S.C. 460k).
found within this solar basin. The substitute adds another 500,000 acres The substitute adds a new provision au-

Unique among the Interior basins, the of key watershed, fisheries, and wildlife thorizing the Secretary to permit fishery
Nowitna is essentially uninhabitated and habitat lands to this refuge, providing a maintenance and enhancement programs at
shows few signs of technological man. Wild- -better'management boundary between the his discretion and in accordance with sound
life populations and distributions exempli- Togiak and Yukon Delta Refuges. fisheries management principals. It assumes
fled by the wolverine are likely unchanged (k) Yukon Delta National Wildlife Ref- further than such program will be instituted
for several hundred years. This pristine wild- uge: The Senate Committee established an only as compatible with the purposes and
life area is characterized by several notable 11· 13 million acre Clarence Rhode NWR in other management programs of the refuge
species and habitats. this area for the purposes,among others, of unit.

The extensive wetlands comprise a sig- conserving significant national and inter- Provisions for oooperative management
nificant waterfowl area, supporting one of national populations of waterfowl, shore- agreements related to national wildlife ref-

the highest nesting densities (67 duck nests birds and other migratory birds, salmon, uges were moved from Title XII of the
per square mile) in the State and serving as muskox, marine mammals and the many Senate Committee bill to Title III in the
a major breeding and migration area. Major other fish and wildlife species and their substitute.
species include mallards, pintails, green- habitats in the unit. The substitute adopts the details of the
winged teal and oldsquaw orienting to the The substitute expanded this refuge to comprehensive conservation planning proc-

Pacific Flyway, whitefronted geese which include a clear hydrologic boundary along ess for Alaska national wildlife refuges out-

winter in Texas and Louisiana,lesser scaup the east side of the refuge and the lands lined in the House bill. This planning proc-

that can be found along the Gulf and At- between the Committee proposed Yukon ess is placed in Title III and the Senate
lantic coasts and canvasbacks head for Ches- Delta proposal and the substitute boundary Committee Title XIII references to refuge
apeake Bay in fall. of the Togiak Refuge, for a total refuge planning processes are deleted. These de-

Wooded bottom lands and islands in the proposal of 13.4 million acres. tailed plans, when completed,will provide
Yukon River provide winter habitat for con- The area added by the compromise in- the basis for determining what management
centrations of moose. Between 1,500 and cludes the significant fish, wildlife habitat practices should be employed to achieve the
2,000 were counted in this area in 1977. Wolf and recreational values of the Kisaralik major purposes of the refuge and what com-

populations range from low to very high River drainage and adjacent watershed of patible uses can then be made of refuge re-

depending on the numbers of their chief the lower Kuskokwim. The Kisaralik River sources.
prey-the moose. Southern highlands of is considered to be one of the most out- (d) Special Study: Section 306 of the sub-
Nowitna are utilized by a herd of 500 to 1,000 standing wild rivers in Alaskai based on its stitute expresses the Congressional finding
caribou for which the area represents 90 per- combined scenic values, recreational river that the great northern caribou herds are
cent of their winter range. Orizzlies also experience opportunities,the major salmon migratory resources of national and inter-
occur in upland habitats. runs in this river and such wildlife resources national significance and are deserving of

The recreational values of Nowitna are as nesting raptors and unusual populations special studies and protection to ensure the
high. The. Nowitna River has been desig- of perching birds in the vegetative commu- continued maintenance of this unique eco-
nated as a Wild River because of its clear nities associated with this river valley. logical systems associated with an in prox-
waters,excellent fishing and abundant wild. (1) Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge: comprehensive study of the ecology of these
life in a primitive,wilderness setting. The Senate Committee established a 5.71 herds and the effects of man's activities on

(h) Selawik National Wildlife Refuge: The million acre refuge in the western segment them, which can then serve in coordinated
Senate Committee established a 2.15 million of the Yukon Flats basin for the purposes, management of these caribou across their
acre refuge for the purposes,among others, among others, of conserving major popula- ranges.
of managing and protecting populations of tions of waterfowl and other migratory 

TITLE VI_NATIONAL WILD AND SCENICmigratory bifd, caribou, salmon and shee- birds, moose, bear, furbearers, salmon and 
RIVERS SYSTEMfish and the many other fish and wildlife the many other species of fish and wildlife

species of the refuge. In light of its high utilizing this portion of Alaska's largest DESIGNATION AND STUDIEs

watershed,wildlife and archeological values, solar basin. The Committee designated 24 rivers as
the Selawik River was included in the refuge. The Senate Committee also established components of the Wild and Scenic Rivers
The report accompanying that Committee the adjacent BLM administered White System and 10 rivers for study under the
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ovisions of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, ty of several arctic life zones and the oppor- designates a 921,000 acre Admiralty Island
e substitute bill adds one river, the tunity for one of this nation's finest wilder- National Monument. 900,000 acres are des-

Nowitna, to the designated .list and two ness recreation experiences has resulted in Ignated as wilderness. The Committee bill
rivers, the Squirrel and the Koyuk, to the this area being described as epitomizing the designated the eastern half of Admiralty
list of rivers to be studied. purposes of the Wilderness Act. Island as wilderness and the western por-(c) Becharof Wilderness: The Senate tion as a Special Management Area.BOUNDARIEs 

Committee bill did not include a wilderness The Special Management Area designa-In recognition of the expansive vistas• designation in the Becharof National Wild- tions in the Committee bill have been elimi-unique fish and wildlife resources and eco- life Refuge. The substitute establishes a 0.4 nated in the substitute. These lands will belogical systems associated with an ifn prox- 
million acre wilderness centered on signif- managed under principles of multiple useimity to certain rivers in Alaska, all the icant brown bear denning and intensive use sustained yield in accordance with existingAlaska lands bills have contained provisions areas. laws and regulations.for a wider corridor than the standard of an This unit encompasses some of the most Fourteen of the finest wilderness areasaverage of 320 acres per mile used for rivers dense and unusual populations of brown are established representing a broad spec-designated in the "lower 48". The Committee bears in Alaska. Intensive use areas (cen- trum of ecological types in Southeast Alaska.bill gave the Secretary the authority to tered on key salmon spawning streams) and These areas encompass 5.3 million acres--establish a river protection zone extending concentrations of dens (in mountainous an increase of 1.1 million acres over the Sen-up to two miles from the ordinary high areas and, uniquely,on islands in Becharof ate Committee bill. Only three areas havewater mark on both sides of Wild and Lake) are key bear use features. Prey popu- been modified from those areas designatedScenic rivers outside other conservation lations of moose and cartbou also support as wilderness in the Committee bill. Thesystems. However,outside a quarter mile cor* this dense bear population. change in Misty Fjords and Admiralty Islandridor, the provisions applying to National (d) Innoko Wuderness: The Senate Com- have been mentioned above. The TracyRecreation Areas would have applied. mittee bill did not designate wilderness in Arms-Fords Terror Wilderness has been re-The substitute bill eliminates the river the Innoko National Wildlife Refuge. The duced from 678,000 acres to 656,000 acres toprotection zones, but for the Alaska rivers substitute establishes a 1.24 million acre conform with the boundary recommendeddoubles the size of the corridor permitted in wilderness. by the Administration and as contained inthe "lower 48" to an average of 640 acres on The Innoko Wilderness is located in the the Tsongas-Roth-McGovern amendments.both sides of the river. Also, the boundaries southeastern portion of the Innoko National Admiralty Island Exchange: In full satis-may not include any lands owned by the Wildlife Refuge. The Innoko River forms faction of their land entitlement rightsState. or a political subdivision of the State' the western boundary and the Iditarod and under ANCSA, a settlement for Kootznoowoo,nor may the boundary extend around any Yetna Rivers meander through the entire Incorporated has been fashioned in the sub-private lands adjoining the river in such a wilderness area. stitute which allows them a timber basemanner as to surround or effectively sur- Because this basin is at or approaching for income while protecting their historicround such private lands. This latter pro- its wildlife carrying capacity, the wilderness and cultural values on Admiralty Island.vision guarantees access to these private designation becomes an appropriate man* At the same time, the public's right of accesslands. agement tool for maintaining the high pro- and enjoyment of Mitchell Bay has beenADMINIsTRATIVE PRovIsIONs ductivity of the area. assured. This provision was not included inThe substitute adopted one other provision (e) Koyukuk Wilderness: The Senate the Commit.tee bill.not found in the Senate Committee bill. Sub- Committee did not designate wilderness in The greatest fear regarding the timberject to all valid existing rights, all public the Koyukuk National Wildlife Refuge- industry in southeast was that so much areaslands within two miles of rivers being studied The substitute designates a OA million acre was placed in wilderness that the cost offor possible addition to the System are with- wilderness in the west central portion of maintaining the timber harvest might bedrawn from entry, sale, State selection or the Koyukuk National Refuge. This area beyond budgetary expectations. In view ofother disposition under the public land laws possesses one of the largest active sand dune these fears,Section 705(a) has been modifiedand from all forms of appropriation under areas in Alaska, the Nogahabara Dunes, with to ensure the availability of funds. Ratherthe mining laws and from operation of the its associated transitional plant and animal than specify the e.Ttra funds needed,a mech-mineral leasing laws. This withdrawal re- communities. . anism has been provided whereby the Secre-mains in effect for the periods of time pro- (f) Nunivak Wilderness (0.6 million tary each year will obtain aZZ of the fundsvided in the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. acres): The Senate Committee bill did not needed. The amendment assures the avail-

TITLE VII-WILDERNESS designate wiiderness in this unit of the ability of at least $40 million. These funds
Yukon Delta National Wildlife Refuge. are intended to be spent in the same manner1. NATIONAL PARKS 

The substitute designates a 0.6 million and for the same purposes as those provided(a,) Gates of the Arctic: The substitute acre wilderness in the southern portion of in the Committee bill. These include ex-adds approximately 2.1 mililon acres of wil. Nunivak Island. This unit encomoasses sen- penditures for stand improvements, thederness in the Gates of the Arctic National sitive winter habitats used by Alaska's timber road program, and related capitalPark in addition to the 4.8 million acres of largest musko population and cliff areas investments but also include the regularwilderness included in the Committee bill. supporting one of the largest seabird nest- costs of sale and road lAyout and prepara-(b) Nostak: The Nostak Wilderness was ing colonies in Alaska. Geological features tion and may include research activitiesexpanded in the substitute by approximately of this unit include the coastal sand dune which contribute directly to improved timber400,000 acres. This area was designated as an formations of the island and the Mount utilization and advanced technology. InNRA in the Committee bill and redesignated Roberts volcanics. addition,the amendment provides a decadeas a preserve in the substitute. 
(g) fogisk Wilderness: The Senate Com. sale average of 4.5 billion foot board measure

IL WILDLIFE REFUGES . mittee did not propose wilderness in the so that the United States Forest Service can
(a) Andreafsky Wilderness: The Senate Togisk National Wildlife Refuge. adjust the yearly sale offerings upward orCommittee bill did not include a wilderness The substitute designates a 2.8 million downward in any one year to adjust for

designation in the Yukon Delta National acre wilderness in its Togisk Refuge pro- annual sale fluctuations to assure the main-
Wildlife Refuge. The substitute designates a posal. Occupying a transition zone between tenance of a 450 million average annual
1.6 million acre wilderness in this region. The interior boreal forests and tundra biomes, harvest.
proposed wilderness excludes lands that this unit is dominated by the Ahklun Moun- TITLE VIII-SUBSISTENCE MANAGEMENTmight be conveyed to Native Corporations in tains, in turn separated by broad valleys, AND USEthis area (i.e. deficiency or other withdraw- major rive drainages and large deep lakes. Title VIII retains the intent and, withals under ANCSA). In sum, the substitute adds approximately minor exceptions,the language of the Com-(b) Arctic Wilderness:The Senate Com- 2.5 million acres of National Park System mittee bill concerning subsistence use andmittee bill did not include a wilderness des- wilderness to the Committee's total of 29.7 management on the public lands. The minorignation in the Arctic National Wildlife Ref- million acres. additions to and deletions from the languageuge. The substitute designates an 8.0 million 

The substitute increased the wilderness of Title VIII of the Committee bill are merelyacre wilderness which encompasses all of the proposal for Alaska National Wildlife Ref- technical.previously existing portion of the Arctic Na- 
uges from the Senate Committee's total of TITIR IX--IMPLEMENTATION OF ANOSAo al dli 

barea desceptateo the ce° S 4.35 million acres to approximately 18.86 AND THE STATEHOOD ACT
includes that portion of the coastal plain million acres. 

At the request of the Interior Department,from the Aichilik River east to the Canadian III. NATIoNAL FoREsT WILDEaNEsS and the Alaska Federation of Natives, theborder. This segment of the area contains (a) Misty Ffords: The substitute increased substitute deletes Sections 901 and 902 relat-highly sensitive wildlife habitats and affords the size of the Misty Fjords Monument from ing to expedited conveyances of native lands.some representation of the coastal plain 1,453,000 acres in the Commitee bill to A new section 001 entitled "Submergedhabitats in this wilderness unit. 2,285,000. All of the Monument is designated Lands Statute of Limitations" is added byThe Arctic is superlative in its wilderness as wilderness except for a 149,000 acre the substitute.qualities. The combination of use by por- exclusion around the Borax mining claims This section establishes a statute of limita-tions of America's greutest arctic wildlife as- at Quartz Hill. tions for judicial determinations of the navi-semblage set against the striking scenic beau- (b) Admiralty Island: The substitute gability of water covering submerged land
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conveyed to a Native Corporation or group. application under existing law an additional The Energy Committee authorized aqua-

In the case of all interim conveyances or two,fold test: First, that the transportation culture activities in wilderness portions of
patents executed prior to the enactment of system would be compatible with the pur- national forests and refuges, in accordance
this act, the statute of limitations is seven poses for which the conservation system with the goal of restoring and mintaining
years from date of enactment. A five year unit was established, and second, that there fish production in the State to historic levels.
statute of limitations applies to each convey- is no economically feasible and prudent The substitute limits the specific authoriza-

ance after the date of enactment of this act. alternative route for the system. tion of section 1315 for aquaculture activities
Section 901 also provides that, except for The substitute also strikes a requirement to national forest wilderness and national

pending administrative appeals, the Bureau in the Energy Committee bill that no appli- forest wilderness study areas, and restates
of Land Management's conveyance of sub- cation be approved for 2 years unless the the goal as one of restoring and maintaining
merged land to a Native Corporation shall be . need for the system has been identified in fish production to optimum sustained yield
the final administrative action with respect a State study of regional transportation levels,

to a determination of non-navigability. requirements. Aquaculture activities are permitted in
Other provisions of Section 901 permit TITLE XII-FEDERAL-STATE refuge wilderness subject to the compatabil-

agreements between Native Corporations and COOPERATION ity test of the Wildlife Refuge Administration
the State of Alaska with respect to relin' The substitute makes very little change 

Act.
oulshment or reconveyance of submerged in the Committee bill with respect to this The Energy Committee required 30 days
lands,

title. The Commissioner of the Alaska De- 
days notice to the Committee before the

Section 906(o).-This subsection was mod~
partment of Community and Regional Af- 

Secretary could remove or construct a public
ified to make clear that lands within con- 

fairs is dropped from membership on the 
use cabin or shelter in wilderness. This re-

servation system units which were selected 
Alaska Land Use Council The Section deal- 

quirement is stricken by the substitute.
by a Native Corporation and are not con- ing with "Wildlife Refuge or Range Cooper- 

The compromise adds a section authorizing
veyed to them under ANCSA or this Act can- 

ative Management Agreements" is moved 
the Secretary of Agriculture to permit beach

not be selected by nor conveyed to the State 
from Section 1203 to Section 304(f). Sev- 

log salvage within national forest wilderness
of Alaska after the date of enactment of this eral other minor älarifying language changes 

and national forest monuments.
Act. Tne Energy Committee bill'directed that
TITLE X-FEDERAL NORTH SLOPE LANDS 

are made. wilderness review be conducted on parks,

STUDIES, OIL AND OAS LEASING PRO- 
TITLE XIII-ADMINISTRATIVE monuments, and refuges. The substitute di-

GRAMS AND MINERAL ASSESSMENTS 
PROVISIONS rects such review to be done with respect

The Senate Committee bill had directed The Energy Committee bill provided for to all non-wilderness units of the National
wildlife and seismic oil and gas assessments the development within five years of a con. Park System and National Wildlife Refuge
of the coastal plain of the Arctic National servation and management plan for each s 

System. The effect of the language is to make

Wildlife Refuge. The baseline fish and wild- 
unit of the National Park System and Na- all non-wilderness preserves also subject to

life study was designed to determine the tional Wildlife Refuge System established wilderness review.

ecological parameters of the fish and wildlife or expanded by the Act. The substitute The Energy Committee placed a disclaimer

resources using the coastal plain and review modifies this requirement by directing that in the BLM wilderness review section, mdi-

the available seismic technologies to deter- within fìve years all plans be completed for cating that the section would not relieve the

mine which seismic methods and conditions units of the National Park System, but for Secretary of the duty to review wilderness

of use would provide the desired geological the refuges a staged planning requirement values in the National Petroleum Reserve-

data while causing the least environmental is provided, such that plans will be prepared Alaska. The substitute strikes this disclaimer

damage to the wildlife and other resource for not less than five refuges in three years, because the NPR-A studies have been com-

values of the area. This initial study was to for not less than ten refuges in five years, pleted.

take 18 months and the Secretary was to is- and for all refuges within seven years. The The Energy Committee included a section
sue guidelines for the seismic study within 2 substitute places this planning requirement effectively disclaiming the construction of
years. for refuges in title III, the Refuge titele. The this Act as necessarily prohibiting or man-

The substitute modified these provisions by substitute further modifies the Energy Com- dating the location or construction of small
prohibiting the issuance of any seismic per- mittee language by specifically detailing the hydroelectric power facilities within a con-

mits within these first 2 years after enact. Information to be included in the manage- servation system unit pursuant to existing
ment of this Act. ment plans. law. The substitute strikes this section.

The substitute also modifled the boundary The substitute retains the Energy Com- The Energy Committee included a state-
of the coastal plain study by deleting the mittee language concerning acquisition o ment of Congressional intent that monies be
area between the Aichilik River and the improved property, except that the "cutoff authorized and appropriated for the manage-
Canadian boundary. This area is generally be, date" in the definition of improved property ment and development of facilities for con-
lieved to have little oil and gas potential, but is changed from January 1, 1979, to Janu- servation system units at a level commen-
does have very high fish and wildlife values. ary 1, 1980. This is the date by which co? surate with levels of funding fok other exist-
The Arctic Wilderness established by the struction must have begun to qualify for ing units of comparable size and comparable
substitute includes this eastern portion of the retained use and occupancy provisions resource value. The substitute strikes this
the coastal plain, in the bill as a matter of right. provision.

The Senate Committee bill had called for Authority is added by the substitute for The compromise adds rescission of Feb-
the report of seismic and wildlife studies to the acquisition, by donation or exchange, ruary 12, 1980, Public Land Orders to those
be submitted within 5 years. of lands owned or validly selected by the rescinded by the Energy Committee. These

The substitute modified that provision State which are contiguous to conservation public land orders withdrew certain lands
such that the report is due no sooner than 5 system units. for refuges and natural resource areas, and
years after enactment and no later than 5 The Energy Oommittee bill authorized the lands are classified in this bill. The com-
years and 9 months after that date. This will five-year permits for occupancy of cabins promise also corrects the reference to No-provide an additional working season to com- in national park system units if the cabins vember 1978 State selection in the Energy
plete all aspects of the studies,so that work existed prior to December 31, 1973. The sub- Committee substitute
will not have to be done on a crash basis stitute changes this date to December 18,

that could increase potential for adverse ef. 1973, which is the date that the Secretary Title III of the Committee bill included

fects on the area and its resources. of the Interior transmitted to the Congress a provision disclaiming the construction of

TITLE XI-TRANSPORTATION AND 
legislative recommendations for units of the any provision of this Act or any other exist-

UTILITY SYSTEMS four conservation systems pursuant to sec- 
ing law as necessarily prohibiting or man-

tion 17 of the Alaska Native Claims Settle- 
dating the development of agricultural po-

The substitute retains the process adopted ment Act. tential in the Yukon Flats National Wildlife
by the Energy Committee bill with only a Refuge pursuant to existing law. It also in-
few changes. As stated in the Committee The Energy Committee bill provided that cluded a similar disclaimer with respect to
report (p. 245), "Future surface transpor- access to and maintenance of facilities for the construction of this Act or the National
tation needs cannot be addressed by the national defense purposes and related air Wildlife Refuge Administration Act as neces-
designation of a system of corridors." Both and water navigation aids will continue in sarily prohibiting or mandating the con-
the House-passed and the Energy Committee accordance with the laws and regulations struction of the Terror Lake Hydroelectric
bills adopt the approach of a process rather governing such facilities. The substitute as- Project within the Kodiak National Wildlife
than designating corridors. sures that such access and maintenance will Refuge. The substitute adds language to both

The substitute makes clear that a lead be reasonable. provisions to assure that the question of
agency will be assigned responsibility for The Energy Committee bill authorized the permitting such development-either agri-
preparation of an environmental impact Secretary, in administering national rec- cultural development in Yukon Flats or the
statement in accordance with CEQ guide- reation areas, to utilize the authorities per-- Terror Lake Hydroelectric Project in Kodiak-
lines. taining to the administration of the National will be determined under existing law, in-

The substitute makes applicable to the Park System. The substitute strikes the ref- cluding the compatibility test of the Refuge
President's decision on an appeal of a nega- erence to authorities of the National Park Administration Act, and moves the provisions
tive agency decision whether to approve an System. to Title XIIL
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TITLE XIV refuge for marine mammals has been During the weeks since the Senate be-Sr:c 1417 The Senate Committee bill di- named in her honor. gan consideration of the Alaska Landsrected the Secretary to negotiate with the Mr. President, I have one statement bill, staff of other interested Senators,two Native village Corporations, Tanad- to make to which I hope the chairman of have also made significant contributions.gusix, Incorporated and Tanaq, Incorporated the committee will respond. These include: Martha Pope of the En-to acquire certain cliff areas used by migra' If I may ask it of the chairman, there vironment and Public Works Commlttee;tory birds as rookeries on the Pribilof Islands has been a question raised by Tim Wal- Roy Greenaway and Kathy Files, of Sen-in the Bering Sea. 

lace, president of Doyon, Ltd., one of the ator CRANSTON's staff ; Bob McKim ofThe Committee bill authorized negotia- 
Alaskan Native regional corporations. I Senator RoTH'S staff; Stephen Saunders

tions to acquire not more than 10,000 acres 
wish to make certain that the record is of Senator HART'S staiT; Dave Hansell

a 
1dce of ot le s 

h6,000200 eranc e 
aaver g0et clear with regard to the question he and John Drucker of Senator LEvIN'sare than $1,100 per acre. raised, staff; Ruth Fleischer of Senator PROx-The substitute authorizes and directs the In the substitute, many parcels of land MIRE'S staff; Rebecca Wodeler of Sena-Secretary to acquire the cliff areas and areas selected by Native corporations are in- tor NELSON'S staff; Bob Hurley and Nancyinland from them in accordance with the Cluded within the exterior boundaries of Barrow of Senator CHAFEE's staff; Mariondocument entitled "Pribilof Terms and Con- the proposed conservation system units. Morris, of Senator MATHIAs' staff; Nedditions". This document represents the com" This situation occurs because the unit Leonard of Senator McGOVERN's staff;pleted negotiated agreement for the acquisi- 

boundaries have been drawn, wherever and Rinde Belshe and Susan Koch oftion of the bird cliffs and inland areas and 
possible, to encompass natural areas or Senator EAGLETON's staff.

conforms with the directions to the Secre- 
to follow natural features, and thus also To each of them I say: Thank you, andconta 

neard ntheacreagr 
tte bi l 

ice per acre 
to include Native lands which, if the cor- congratulations on a job well done.Séc. 1424. The substitute adds a new sub- porations ever decide to dispose of their Mr. Presldent, in order that we fullysection conveying the Punulc Islands to the property, could become part of the con- understand how long and how involvedGambell Native Corporation and Savoonga servation system unit. The fact that Na- and complicated this legislation hasNative Corporation. tive lands lie within the boundaries of been, I think one must remember thatSEc. 1427( b) (3). The Senate Committee conservation system units is not intended it goes back to the Native Claims Settle-bin provided tIie mechanics of effectuating to affect any rights which the corpora- ment Act, which was signed into law by

the extinguishment of certain Koning Na- tions have under this act, the Alaska Na- the President on December 18, 1971. The
tive Corporation's deficiency selection rights tive Claims Settlement Act, or any other key part of the Native Claims Settle-on the Alaska Peninsula in exchange for law. It is not our intent, by the inclusion ment Act was the provision known as
conveyances of land on Afognak Island- of Native lands within the exterior "d-2," the genisis of the Alaska nationalThe substitute incorporates this provision boundaries of conservation system units, interest lands.and · adds a clarifying provision that such to imply that such inclusion is a revoca- That was inserted in the Nativepublic,lands shall be included within the tion of land selectíOns validly filed pur- Claims Settlement Act, which was a con-d m stered a cordingly h s b 

tef *

,
suant to any provision of the Alaska dition precedent to the building of thealso clarifies the language of the Senate ·

Native Claims Settlement Act. The Na- Alaska pipeline, by Senators Bible, Met-Committee bm to include within the Alaska tive organiZations have been given re- calf, and myself. Three previous Con-Peninsula or Alaska Maritime Refuges (as peated assurances that including their gresses were involved in this problem,appropriate) all lands conveyed to the Koning lands within conservation units will not going back to 1964. So we are really dat-Native Corporations which are subject to affect the implementa'tion of the Native ing this enterprise back almost 16 years,
reconveyance to the United States upon en- Claims Settlement Act. We intend to Mr. President, that I know that peo-
actment of this section. 

have these assurances translated into ple on both sides of the controversy areSEC. 1436. The substitute adds a new sec- practice by the administrative agencies, not totally happy-and that is an under-
flon relating to the conveyance of lands to Does the chairman of our committee statement.the Village Corporation on Little Diomede agree with that statement?

The proof that we have a good com-
Island' 

Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, I agree promise which involves so many of us
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, we could with the Senator from Alaska on this here is that not everyone is going to bego on and on with thanks. I am grateful matter. 

totally happy.to the Senator from Massachusetts for Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I yield But I think we have had to face toughhis comments. Without the leadership the remainder of my time to the Senator options, and we have faced those optionsof the chairman of the committee (Mr. from Washington. 
. in a spirit of compromise and settle-JAcKSON) and the ranking minority Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, as Sen- ment, and this bill represents that settle-member of our committee (Mr. HAT- ate consideration of the Alaska National ment.FIELD) it would not have been possible to Interest Lands bill draws to a close, I We may have to make changes in thework our way through a bill of this want to be sure that the record ade- future, but at least we are removing thecomplexity without serious problems. I quately reflects the essential role played element of uncertainty and we are pro-think it is a testimony to their self-con- by staff members of the Energy and Na- viding a balance, Mr. President, betweentrol-their ability to restrain their tem- tural Resources Committee and indi- conservation, on the one hand, and thepers. that is-that has enabled us to work vldual Senators in the Senate's work on necessary development of our resourceshard and long on one highly technical the bill. Tom Williams, Deborah Merrick, on the other.subject matter and still remain friends and Tony Bevinetto of the committee The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-I amigrateful to them. 

•

staff, and Steve Silver of Senator STE- pore. The Senator's time has expired.I am also grateful. and I would be re- lasNS 
sta av ayed ey rol 

oInInit Mr. STEVENS. One of the major con-miss if I did not mention it, the fact that markups and Senate consideration. cerns I had is that by changing the westthe chairman and the ranking Repub- Mike Harvey, the chief counsel of the side of Admiralty Island from speciallican took the occasion to name the Cape Senate Energy and Natural Resources management area to wilderness, Con-Lisburne unit of the Alaska Maritime Committee, of course, had the overall re- gress could make it imposslble for min-Refuge after my late wife, Ann. This sponsibility and, as always, carried out ing at Greens Creek or Admiralty Islandplace, Cap Lisburne. is between Wain- his duties with great professional skill. to go forward-wright and Point Hope on the North During this Congress, they were joined As I understand it, the provisions ofSlope of Alaska. Ann snent a great deal by Roy Jones and Rich Arenberg of Sen- the substitute, including sections 503 andof her time on the North Scope with her ator TsoNGAs' staff. 504, will permit certain activities neces-great friends, the Eskimo people. That is They have worked in a bipartisan spirit sary to the operation of the mine,a refuge for marine mammals. Cape marked by high professionalism and ded- Mr. JACKSON. That is correct. AnLisburne is the turning point for the ication. Their task involved many late area of about 27,000 acres of the Ad-bowhead whales as they go North to nights and weekends in what has seemed miralty Island monument was not desig-enter the Arctic Ocean. I can think of an almost endless effort to resolve the nated as wilderness in the substitute.nothing that she would like more than incredible complex and highly emotional This area, referred to in TLUMP as VCVto know that the part of Alaska's coast- Issues that are involved in the Alaska 144, will provide a sufficient area forline that has now been set aside as a Lands legislation. Greens Creek to operate. The committee
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report detailed a number of activities this: For example, a deficit sale or a sale The route of the approved System
which are incidental to mining or milling which is subject to court challenge. commences at Prudhoe Bay and parallels

purposes. These include, but are not Mr. JACKSON. When we talk about the Alyeska oil pipeline southward across
limited to, pumping works, miners' ac- the necessity to maintain a timber sup- the Brooks Range through Atigun Pass
commodations, mine offices, or shops, ply for the dependent industry at a rate to Delta Junction. At Delta Junction, the
ore storage, or waste, and tailing dis- of 4.5 billion board feet per decade we System diverges from the oil pipeline and
posal. Additionally, the provisions of contemplate that there would be suffi- follows the Alaska Highway and the
section 1110, assuring access to inhold- cient timber offered for sale so that de- Haines oil products pipeline right-of-way

ings, will insure that adequate and feas- pendent industry .can harvest at that to the Alaska/Canada border.
ible access for economic and other pur- rate. If that does not occur, then the The question is whether the present
poses, is provided to the mineral opera- matter will be referred to us by the For- bill is intended to affect the System so
tion at.Greens Creek. est Service which may also make a de- authorized and approved. My under-

Mr. STEVENS. One of my major con- parture from nondeclining even flow un- standing is that Congress is not attempt-
cerns involves what happens if we find der existing law if needed to protect ing to affect the rights of the sponsors
out that we have created so much wilder- jobs. of the System arising out of the con-

ness that we cannot maintain the exist- Mr. STEVENS. The Tsongas substi- gressionally approved Presidential deci-

ing job level in the timber industry. Ob- tute has released some lands which under sion of 1977 and that we are not attempt-
viously, we do not want to create a situ- the Tongass land management plan are ing to adversely affect the expeditious
ation where jobs are lost while we are carried in LUD I. This is a designation by construction and initial operation of the
trying to get relief from Congress, which the Forest Service recommends to System.

Mr. TSONGAS. I fully agree with that. Congress that certain lands be put into Accordingly, I interpret this bill and
However, the Forest Service already has wilderness. Karta and the south end of previous administrative action as not af-

authority under the National Forest Etolin Island are examples of this. In fecting the authority of the Secretary of
Management Act to depart from sus- other cases, such roadless areas under the Interior with respect to the System.
tained yield as measured by nondeclin- TLMP as Idaho Inlet, Rocky Pass, Dun. Following enactment of this bill, the Sec-
ing even flow in certain circumstances. can Canal, and Yakutat Forelands have retary would have, with respect to Fed-

As you know, such a departure allows ad- been released to multiple use by the sub- eral_lands remaining under his adminis-
ditional timber to be sold above that stitute. In determining the timber base trative jurisdiction, the same authority
which the timber base would otherwise for the purpose of making the geographic that he had on the date of enactment
support under nondeclining flow. We changes from the Energy Committee bill,

of Public Law 95-185, to issue any right-

contemplate that the Forest Service it was assumed that the timber in all of of-way, permit, lease, or other authoriza-
could use this existing authority to de- these areas was available for harvest at tion which is necessary or related to the
part from nondeclining even flow while a LUD III level. Can you please advise construction and imtial operation of the
Congress is considering what action to me how this change in the Tongass land 

System. Let me emphasize that I am not
take to prevent a job loss. management plan is to be made 

referring to lands that may, by provi-
Mr. JACKSON. The _Senator from Mr. JACKSON. It is my understanding 

sions of this bill, be transferred out of
Massachusetts is correct. Under the Na- that the Forest Service will modify the 

Federal ownership.
tional Forest Management Act, author- existing Tongass land management to 

Is this a correct interpretation of the
ity already exists to depart from nonde- carry out the intent of the substitute and 

effect that this bill would have on the
clmmg even flow, if necessary. Certainly, make these lands available for multiple 

Alaska Natural Gas Transportation
the departure provision is a tool the For- System.
est Service could use in the Tongass Na- 

use managemen . Mr. JACKSON. That is correct.
tional Forest to prevent job loss. The en- somMr. OTS GaAr 

s w 
ichwewhave made$ Mr. STEVENS. The substitute includes

tire underpinning of our approach is to management areas in the committee bill 
two specific provisions regarding com-

designate wilderness without jobloss. We mercial fishing in parks and refuges.
have designated wilderness. Now we have 

part of the timber supply base, if the These sections provide that the Secre-
to carefully monitor the timber supply 

assumption of TLMP are correct and tary may take no action to restrict un-

situation in the Tongass in order to pro- 
money is provided for precommercial reasonably the exercise of commercial

tect jobs. thinning, et cetera, the Forest Service fishing rights on park and refuge lands

Mr. STEVENS. One of the major 
should be able to avoid harvesting tim- except to the extent that the Secretary

changes between the committee bill and 
her on the former SMA s. finds, after public hearings, that activi-

the substitute is with respect to special 
Mr. STEVENS. I thank the Senators ties constituted significant expansion of

management areas. As you recall, we 
from Massachusetts and Washmgton. It the use of park land beyond that re-

had set up a mechanism in section is my understanding that these areas will ferred to in the statutory language. The

706(d) whereby the Secretary of Agricul- 
be redesignated as LUD III. Secretary's authority here Is closure au-

ture would make a request for a waiver On July 5, 1977, the successful, cur, thority and nothing in this section, or

from the timber sale prohibition in sec. rent sponsor of the Alaska Natural Gas indeed in the bill, should be construed

tion 706(b) if dependent industry was Transportation System filed its appli. as authorizing the Secretary to require

not receiving a timber supply of S20 cation with.the Department of the In_ Federal permits or licenses in lieu of

Mmbf from all sources. The substitute terior for a right-of-way across Federal State fishing permits or licenses on pub-

deletes the mechanism and changes the lands in Alaska. The Presidential deci. lice lands or adjacant waters m Alaska.

520 Mmbf from any source to 4,5 billion sion regarding that System, which es. Mr. JACKSON. Tne Senator is cor-

board feet per decade from the Tongass tablished the general route of the pipe. rect on this matter.

National Forest. The key words here are line, was transmitted to the Congress in Mr. STEVENS. I would like to clarify

"timber supply." It is my understanding September 1977. On November 9, 1977, a point regarding valid existing rights.

that in order to provide a timber supply Congress expressed its overwhelming The designation of conservation system

of 4.5 billion board feet per decade on support by approving the Presidential units are subject to valid existing rights

the average will have to be offered for decision through a joint resolution, Pub- and use of such rights subject to reas-

sale lic Law 95-185, thereby creating cer. onable regulation, shall be permitted. It

tain rights in the project sponsor. is my understanding that valid existing
It is my understanding_ that for the rights do include any valid existing

years 1972-79, there was a 17 percent Congress has, since 1977, reiterated its rights of way or rights of way which are
falldown between the programed har- contmuing support for the President's created in the future.
vest and the amount of timber actually decision and the system, and on June 27' Mr. JACKSON The Senator is cor-
harvested. There is no magic in the 17 1980, resolved by concurrent resolution:

rect. The designation of units of this
percent figure. It is simply illustrative That it is the sense of the Congress that 

bill are sub'ect to valid existin hts
f the fa t th d ff 

the System remains an essential part of se-o c ere is a i erence between curing this- Nation's energy future and, as and the use thereof, subject to reason-
that which is offered for sale and that such, enjoys the highest level of Congres- abie reguiation.
which industry actually purchases and sional support for its expeditious construc- Mr. STEVENS. I would like to clarify
harvests. There are many reasons for tion and completion. one question regarding the effect of title
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IX on pending litigation regarding na- Parks. During that time, the Senate not apply if the unperfected claims are
tive selection of lands selected by the committee made it clear that the with- located within 1 mile of the center line
State of Alaska. It is n y understanding drawal from mining during the study did of the Blossom River. This is stated in
that nothing in this title is intended to not affect the ability of the State of subsection (j). We agreed to this lan-
affect in any way pending litigation re- Alaska from proceeding with road re- guage in order to minimize impacts on
garding the selectability under ANCSA alinement maintenance and other ac- the river from activities on unperfected
of any particular tract of land including tivities involved in the maintenance of claims near the river. Of course, the un-

lands previously reserved to or selected these highways which are part of the derstanding was that nothing in this sec-
by the Territory or State of Alaska under State highway systems. tion would impair valid existing rights to
any provision of Federal law. The Tsongas amendment adopts the valid miners' claims.

Mr. JACKSON. The Senator is cor- Senate language regarding the road re- Mr. STEVENS. If I understand the
rect. We do not intend to affect pending alinement issue, but it adds the qualify- Senator, then, this body does not intend
litigation on such questions by the pas- ing word "minor" to references concern- that there be any interference with or
sage of title IX of this bill. ing road improvement and realinement. impairment of valid mining claims or

Mr. STEVENS. There has been some I would ask that a clarification be made valid . existing rights, regardless of
question raised as to whether the lands on the floor here today that his. word whether the claims or rights are located
conveyed to the State of Alaska under "minor" would not affect the State's . within 1 mile of the Blossom River from
the university, school land and mental ability to maintain roads in at least the its head waters to its confluence with
health grants are State lands under the same condition that they have been in the Wilson Arm.
definition of the Statehood Act and this the past. For example, the State of Mr. TSONGAS. My colleague is cor-

act. I would like to clarify that these Alaska plans to repave portions of the rect.
lands are State lands and are sub.ject Richardson highway which were severely Mr. STEVENS. I am gratified that this
to the same protection and status of any strained during the building of the body does not wish to create problems or
lands conveyed under the Alaska State- Alaska pipeline. It is very important that conflicts over access and entitlement
hood Act. these road improvements be carried out with respect to valid claims and valid

Mr. JACKSON. The Senator is correct. on schedule. It is my understanding that existing rights# It is important to state
We clearly intended at the passage of the intent of this amendment was aimed our intent only to restrain activities re-

the Alaska Statehood Act that such lands mainly at a concern that the Chitina- lated solely to any unperfected mining
conveyed to the State of Alaska or its McCarthy road would be upgraded prior claims located within 1 mile of the center
political subdivisions, including the Uni- to the study being completed. line of the Blossom River; which is to
versity of Alaska, would be considered It is also my understanding that say that we do not intend subsection (5)
State lands for purposes of Federal law. there are no plans to upgrade this por- to impair valid existing rights, including
This bill reaffirms that status of these tion of the highway, but I am hopeful valid mining claims. This is what I un-

lands. that other projects which are in nature derstand that the Senàtor has indicated,
Mr, STEVENS. Senator TsONGAS, as Of keeping highways in their present and I wanted to insure that my under-

we both know, the U.S. Borax molybde- condition are not jeopardized by this standing repeated here conforms to his
num deposit at Quartz Hill is located amendment. understanding and to the intent of this
within a national monument. It is my Mr. TSONGAS. The Senator from body with respect to section 506.
understanding that the classification of Alaska is correct. There is no intention I wish to clarify the intent of this
these lands as national monument will to prevent ongoing projects which are body with respect to section 503h(8) of
not impinge on U.S. Borax's ability to legitimate improvements and mainte- this act. As I understand it, we have
develop that deposit. Does this comport nance from occuring. We do not want agreed that the waters adjacent to the
with your understanding? to see the Chitina-McCarthy road up- Monument Wilderness, are not affected

Mr. TSONGAS. My distinguished col- graded until the study has been com- by our actions concerning the land.
league from Alaska knows that it has pleted and our intent was to prevent Mr. TSONGAS. My colleague is cor-
always been our intention to allow the that by withdrawal from mining and rect. We are not doing anything to
Quartz Hill deposit to be developed if the insertion of the word minor to in- change the status of navigable salt water
it is economically feasible for U.S. Borax sure that major changes in the nature in the Misty Fjords area. For example,
to do so. Let there be no misunderstand- of various segments of the highway the Boca de Quadra or the Wilson Arm
ing, U.S. Borax will have to comply with would not occur during the study. remain open to traffic and open to any
some very restrictive environmental reg- Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, the sub- other use permitted in the current body
ulations incorporated into the bill. But, stitute contains language in section 506 of law with respect to navigable salt
we have taken care in this legislation providing for exploration permits, patent water.
to do nothing which would directly or to minerals and so forth for certain un- Mr. STEVENS. Then the intent of this
indirectly prevent the development of perfected mining claims as. defined in the body is to leave the status of the off-
this mineral deposit solely because the section. We have negotiated these terms shore waters adjoining the Monument
deposit is located inside a national for- with great care in order to be fair and Wilderness unchanged. No new or addi-
est monument. to allow for the full and proper develop- tional regulations or substantive or pro-

Mr. STEVENS. I thank the Senator ment of the Quartz Hill molybdenum de- cedural requirements that might aiTect
who has worked so long and hard on posit. It is my understanding, and the use of offshore waters for access related
this legislation for restating the sense Senator will correct me.if I am wrong, to the development of the mineral de-

of the Senate of this matter. the exploration permits, patents, surface posit at Quartz Hill are intended to.be
In various sections of the bill refer- leases, access rights, and so forth will all created by this section. We are not

ence is made to U.S. Borax & Chemical be provided by the Secretary. It has been changing existing law.
Corp. Although I understand that the established here that our intention is to Mr. TSONGAS. The Senator from
corporation discovered the deposit, and permit full development of valid mining Alaska is correct.
is managing its development, I assume claims-the "core claims" to the molyb- Mr. STEVENS. I am concerned, and I
the benefits and burdens of the bill denum deposit at Quartz Hill-and also believe many others also to be con-
would apply as well to its assigns or to allow for development of certain un- cerned, that we have the com-
successors in interest. perfected claims. I assume we do agree mittee report language that accom-

Mr. TSONGAS. That is correct, that we have given full protection to panied the legislative language of the
Mr. President, I would like to ask for valid existing rights. "Borax compromise" as a part of the

clarification on a change from the Sen- Mr. TSONGAS. My colleague from permanent RECORD. It is essential that
ate committee bill regarding the Denali Alaska is quite correct. Section 506 was we include that report language in the
scenic highway study. This study which carefully drafted to give full protection REcORD, so that the totality of this ac-

is in both the House and Senate bills and to all valid existing rights-to patented cord is a matter of record. I want there
is in the Tsongas substitute provides for claims and to permit perfection of cer- to be no mistake in interpreting the in-

a 3-year study of the road link between tain unpatented claims. However, the tentions of the parties who negotiated
Mount McKinley and Wrangells National provisions we set out for these claims will that compromise and the intentions of
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this body regarding the future regula- and surroundings vary from marine coastal special provision is made to determine valid-

tions which may be promulgated by the to interior. Geological features such as color. Ity as of November 30, 1978. The Committee

Secretary of Agriculture. ful mineral springs and lava flows around does not intend this to affect litigation con-

blue lake add to the significance of the area. cerning withdrawals made subsequent to that
Mr. TSONGAS. As I understand it, South of the Unuk, the Chickamin River date. A further provision states that the Min-

that agreement was the result of many system and the Le Duc River originate in ing in the Parks Act applies only to l¥ational

hours of negotiation between your staff glaciers high in the mountains of the monu- Park Monuments, and thus not to this unit.

and and my staff, representatives of the ment. Rudyerd Bay Fjords and beautiful The committee has provided a process un-

State of Alaska, representatives of the Walker Cove are surrounded by high, cold der which the Secretary is to issue a special

executive branch, and representatives of lakes, and mountains extending eastward use permit for a surface access road to the

U S. Isorax into the Canadian ranges. Numerous lakes Quartz Hill deposit for bulk sampling pur-

throughout the monument provide back- poses. The process meludes preparation of a
Mr. STEVENS. That Is correct. The country access to the heart of the area and document by U.S. Borax andt the managing

negotiations on thls section of the bill offer excellent fishing and opportunities for agency analyzing the major design concepts
were very precise. In many instances, outdoor recreation. Of the 2,000 salmon for development of the mine, as part of the

requests for specific legislative language 'streams in southeast Alaska fewer than 20 process for issuance of the special use permit.
were waived on the condition that the support King Salmon. Five of those King The analysis is not expected to outline any

intentions of the parties would be clearly Salmon streams are within the monument, final plan for the development,as the com-

spelled out in the Committee re ort. The the Unuk, Chickamin, Wilson, Blossom, and mittee realizes that the claims are still in

Keta the process of evaluation, and that final plans
legislative language dealing with this The committee last year established the for the possible development have not yet
section of the bill does not accurately area of the monument as a unit of the Na_ been formulated by the company.
capture the total spirit of the accord. In tional Park System. After consideration ol The committee believes that this analysis

order to understand the full measure that designation, the committee agreed witn will assist the Secretary in the preparation

of the compromise, I am adding the com- the House that the area should remain in of the' environmental impact statement for

mittee report language in Senate Re- the Tongass National Forest as a statutorily access and bulk sampling which is to be pre-

t 96-413 d I h created monument. The boundary of the pared concurrently. This EIS is to use the
por ea ing wit sections 505 monument is identical to the boundary of information developed for the existing EIS
through 507 to the REcORD at this poir t' the National Park Preserve established by previously prepared on the application by the

Mr. JACKSON. I agree, often, in order the Committee amendment last year except U.S. Borax for access to the Quartz Hill area.
to fully understand a carefully worded for a minor boundary adjustment along the The Committee has provided specific areas

compromise, such as this one, report Portland Canal. which it feels need to be examined in addi-

language that accompanied the legisla- The committee amendment provides statu. tion to updating the old information such as

tive language must be made a part of the tory direction to the Forest Service regard- the effects of the road on groundwater flow

t R In th ing management of the monument. The area and the impacts associated with widening an
permanen EcORD. is instance, I 

is to continue to be managed as part of the existing road as opposed to providing for
elieve that the report language when Tongass National Forest subject to specific such widening during construction of the

examined side by side with the leglsla- exceptions: access road for bult sampling. A prime con-

tive language will give tre true picture 1. The area is statutorily withdrawn from cern is that the surface access road be one

of the parties' intent and the intent of the mining and mineral leasing laws and that can be utilized in the eventual mine de-

this body. from future selection under Alaska State- velopment phase, if possible, and that the

Mr. STEVENS. I thank the chairman, hood Act or the Alaska Native Claims Settle, construction of the road be accomplished

ment Act. with such use in mind where feasible. The
As he knows, the Borax compromise was 

2. The area is closed to the sale or harvest EIS is to be prepared within 12 months, and
made possible because all of the in- 

of timber under Forest Service timber sale the Secretary is to make his final decision
terested parties were able to agree that it program; within four months thereafter, provided that
would be better if certain sections were 3. The area is to be treated under section the 6ecretary has determined that the field

explained in the report as opposed to 1106(b) for the purpose of granting rights- work for gathering baseline data and data

being included in the legislative lan- of-way for transportation and utility systems analysis for the 1981 field season have been

gauge. Therefore, this report language is under title XI of this act. completed. The committee has allowed the

vital in interpreting these sections of The committee adopted a number of spe- next two field seasons for the gathering of
. cific provisions regarding the eifect of the baselme data prior to issuance of the special

the bill in administrative or judicial re- monument designation on the evaluation use permit, and urges the Secretary to ini-

view settings. . and operation of mining claims in the tiate data collection in the 1980 season.
I ask unanimous consent that thls monument. It is the committee's intent that the Sec-

portion of the committee report be The committee intends that mining on ex- retary issue the special use permit unless he
printed in the REcORD• Isting claims shall be permitted under rea- determines that the construction would

There being no objection, the excerpt sonable regulations designed to make that cause an unreasonable risk of significant ir-

was ordered to be printed in the REcORD, activity compatible to maximum extent fea- 
reparable harm to the viable productivity of

as follows: sible with the purposes of the monument. the habitats of fish management indicator

Mining in the monument centers around the species (including but not limited to anad-
TITLE V-NATIONAL FoREST SYSTEM 

Quartz Hill mineral deposit, a series of claims romous and other foodfish species). If the
SEcTION 50s: MIsTY FJORDS NATIONAL held by the U.S. Borax and Chemical Corp. Secretary denies the permit, the burden of

MONUMENT These claims are presently being evaluated, proof is on him in any judicial review of

The Misty Fjords is an essentially un- but there are indications that the deposit that decision.

touched 1.453-million-acre area in the Coast represents one of the largest molybdenum The committee adopted a modified version
Mountains representing nearly all of the discoveries in the world. The committee in- of section 1109, of this act which provides
wilderness features found in southeast tends that the evaluation and development for expedited judicial review of any admin-

Alaska. Spectacular fjords with sea cliffs ris- of these claims be permitted to continue istrative action regarding this section.
ing thousands of feet, low rocky shorelines, should that prove economically feasible, and The committee provided a specific entitle-
sheer water falls, coastal and interior moun- intends to avoid the implication that mining ment to a lease and necessary associated
tains rising over 6,000 feet, active glaciers, or related activities are inherently incom- permits for the holder of claims at Quartz
high and lowland rivers and lakes are in- patible with the purposes for which the mon- Hill, determined to be valid as of Novem-
terlaced with salt water channels, inlets, ument was established. The committee ber 30, 1978. Such leases shall be issued only
and bays. Wildlife representative of nearly amendment also include a number of pro- if three specific criteria are met and shall be
all ecosystems in southeast Alaska can be visions to allow qualified claims to be fur* limited to a size necessary to permit the
found here. The Monument is neatly bound ther evaluated and developed. The commit. "mining or milling" operations associated
into a management .unit by the Portland tee also recognizes the great fisheries values with milling purposes to be carried out. The
Canal and the international boundary to the of the area and has included specific direc- committee intends that such lease encom-
east, the Unuk River drainage and interna- tion to the Secretary of Agriculture to use pass functions directly connected with or
tional boundary to the north and the East his existing authority to protect these values- facilitating the removal and processing of
Behm Canal to the west. The committee intends that existing For- the ore-for example, pumping works, min-

The Misty Fjords would be established as est Service regulations governing mining op- ers' accommodations,mine offices, . work-
a national monument containing approxi- erations apply except to the extent that new shops, ore storage, or waste and tailing dis-

mately 1.453 million acres of public lands, regulations are promulgated. These new reg- posal. The committee also intends that the
and managed by the U.S. Forest Service. ulations are to be designed to provide en- Secretary issue necessary and associated per-

The Unuk River, with headwaters in Can- vironmental safeguards under which develop- mits to allow the purposes of the lease to be
ada, has major recreational potential. The ment of the claims can contmue, not to carried out. Other functions such as.power
watershed is steeply mountainous with nu- prevent their evaluation and developmept. generation, transmission of power, trans-
merous glaciers and lakes, and the climate In order to aid in validating these claims, portation facilities, and impoundment of
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water to the extent they are not associated subsection deals specifically with the Quartz The studies performed under this section

with a conventional millsite or "mining or Hill project,and emphasizes areas of concern are to be commensurate with the level of ac-

milling purposes" as that phrase is inter- to be addressed by the Secretary as further tivities proposed by the operator. Since some

reted under the mining laws of the United mining plans are considered for development proposed activities will require extenslye

States-should be subject to the customary of that deposit. The committee received as- studies including the collection of data over

s ecial use permit process within the Depart- surances that this deposit can be developed an extended period, it is recommended that
s 

Þ in an environmentally sound manner, and the operator carry out those studies well in
ment of Agriculture. 

has included these provisions to aid in at- advance of the application for permit. This
sECTION 506: UNPERFEcTED MINING CLAIMS IN taining that goal. Only one subsection deal- is to help ensure that the Secretary has the

MISTY FJORDS NATIONAL MONUMENT ing with emergencies,extends the Secretary's required studies completed to the degree nec-

A series of provisions drawn from the existing authority. Otherwise, these provi- essary to evaluate the impacts of the pro-

House-passed bid which permit the expan- sions provide no new statutory authority to posed action and design. The studies required
sion of rights to explore unperfected min- the Secretary. This section does not alter the in this paragraph should have as their ulti-

ing claims were included in the committee State of Alaska's authority over fish and mate goal the development of a model of the
amendments. These provisions permit the game management,water quality, or other fisheries producing system that is capable,

holder of an unperfected claim to continue responsibilities under existing law. if possible, of estimating the quantitative
working towards making a valid discovery The more general subsection,507(a), ap- effects of mining operations on the fishery
under the mining laws on such claims with- plies to all National Forest lands in Alaska, habitat and populations. It is also recog-

in three-quarters of a mile of claims on and directs the Secretary to review existing nized that such knowledge does not now
which valid discovery has already been made. regulations and those under development to exist, but over time, better approximations
A patent. for such expanded claims would determine what, if any, new regulations are should be obtainable. In formulating such
be for the minerals only with the right to necessary to carry out the directive to main- models, areas of uncertainty should be iden-

use the surface to develop the claim. tain fisheries habitat, the maximum ex- tified, and the risks evaluated to the extent
A provision has been included to permit tent feasible, and to maintain present and feasible. The range of possible effects should

the leasing of sites for milling purposes. Be- continued productivity of the habitat from be fully explored and delineated. The respon-
cause of the statutory withdrawal from op- mining impacts. Any new regulations would sibility for determining the adequacy of the
eration of the mining laws, a holder of a be pursuant to his existing authority and studies lies with the Secretary.
valid mining claim cannot locate such sites promulgated following standard procedures' Under this section,the Secretary is charged
under the general mining laws. This provi- This section specifically requires the Secre- 

with the res::onsibility of determining that
sion authorizes the Secretary to lease a site tary to consult with the State of Alaska in the plan includes adequate provisions for
for milling purposes to the holder of a claim. order to coordinate his efforts with those of 

preventing, to the maximum extent feasible,
The committee intends that the Secretary . 

the State in its capacity as manager of the significant adverse environmental impacts to
use his discretion to lease sites for mining fishery populations. the fishery habitat. Mitigation through rec-
or milling purposes consistent with the con- The committee recognizes that the "pres- 

lamation, through offsetting impacts by
ditions of this section, but that he not un. ent and continued" productivity of fishery other activities, or through other means.
r,easonably deny a site or lease in order to habitat can be variable or cyclical due to should be considered part of this standard
block development of a claim. The commit- changes in the natural environment and in if it is not feasible to prevent such impacts.
tee expects the Secretary to work with the fisheries regulation. By maintaining present A specific suspension authority, applicable
claimants to determine appropriate loca. and continued productivity,the committee only to the operation at Quartz Hill, is in-

tions in order to permit economic operations, intends that the casual effects of mining op- cluded in subsection (b). It is the intent of
but that the limitation on size and number erations on the habitat not significantly re- the committee that this authority be uti-
of leases issued be consistent with the min- duce the ability of that habitat to produce lized only in exigent circumstances and only
ing laws of the United States. The Com- fish as it could have produced had mining if no other alternative,including modifica-
mittee recognizes that "mining or milling activities not occurred. Maintenance of pro- tion of mining plans, can be effective. The
purposes" can include a number of appur- ductivity is not intended to mean mainte- Committee notes that the suspension author-
tenant uses. directly connected with or fas nance of a specific level in that natural pro- ity is limited to seven (7) days after which
cilitating the removal and processing of ore_- ductivity cycle but rather is maintenance time a court order is required and that au-
for example, but not necessarily limited to, of such productivity of specific fisheries sys- thority is to be utilized only to susoend that
pumping works, miners' accommodations, tems without adding through mining activi- part of operations which is causing the harm.
mine offices or shops. ore storace, or waste ties impetus to any natural decline in pro- 

- sUBsIsTENcE IN NATIONAL PARKS AND
and tailing disposal. The committee does not ductivity. The committee recognizes that 

MONUMENTS
intend that lease uses include uses custom- the State of Alaska is involved in measuring
arily dealt with through special use permits, these variations or cyclical changes as part Mr. HATFIELD. Is it true that under
but it does intend that necessary and asso- of its role in fisheries management and in- the substitute additional areas m the na-

ciated rermits be issued to anow the purposes tends the Secretary to seek assistance from tional parks and national monuments
of the lease to be carried out if a lease is and cooperate fully with the State in de- have been opened to subsistence uses by
issued. termining the productivity of the habitat local rural residents, and is it not true

The term of the lease for milling purposes and the cyclical nature of such productivity that those areas are Aniakchak National
is to be continued until the deposit is ex- and the cause of such variations or cyclical Monument, Lake Clark National Park,hausted or the lessee has failed to use the . changes. 

the additions to Mount McKinley Na-leased site for 2 years. The Secretary may ex- Section 507(b) provides a framework for
tend the lease even if it is not used under preparation and evaluation of mining plans tional Park, and Wrangell/St. Elias Na-

special circumstances,such as casualty, or governing operations at the Quartz Hill de- tional Park?
force of nature, or governmental action be- posit. These provisions emphasize that such Mr. JACKSON. That is correct.
yond the control of the lessee which prevent plans must be based on adequate informa- Mr. HATFIELD. These areas are in ad-
the sites leased from being utilized. tion and studies which the Secretary deter- dition to those parks that the committeeThe committee notes that nothing in this mines are adequate information and studies Originally recommended for subsistencetitle affects the authorities of the Secretary which the Secretary determines are adequate
to regulate mining activities, including. but and are needed to evaluate the environmen- ,

Cape Krusenstern, Kobuk Valley, and
not limited to, the issuance of special use tal impacts of such development. These pro- Gates Of Arctic.
permits for activities undertaken under an visions are not intended to require unattain- Mr. JACKSON. The Senator is correct.
approved operating plan, or for the use of able standards in order to prevent approval Mr. HATFIELD. Under the terms of
timber and other materials within rights-of- of the plans, nor are they mere paperwork the substitute subsistence uses shall beway under general regulation of the mining hurdles in the path of unhindered develop- alloWed by local rural residents in Aniak-

. ment. The committee has provided areas chak National Monument Lake ClarkSECTION 507: FISHERIEs ON NATIONAL FOREST Of emphasis for the Secretary to deal with
LANDs IN ALAsKA during the development of mining plans. National Park, Gates of the Arctle Na-

The committee recognizes that there may The goal is to maintain the habitat of tional Park, and the Wrangell/St. Elias
be a potential for conflict between mineral the fisheries producing system so that such National Park, and the additions to
development and a healthy commercial system is capable of producing at or above Mount McKinley National Park Where
fishery. The committee has included this current levels of production after the mine such uses are traditional. Am I correct in
section to assure, to the maximum extent has ceased operations. The committee in- stating that the use of the phrase "where
feasible, that the developing mineral indus- tends that required studies be carried out such uses are traditional" means that
try does not conflict with an existing indus. In a timely manner so that necessary infor- those portions of the parks and those
try, commercial fishing. The general section mation and data are developed to support populations Within the parks which havedirects the Secretary to review existing regu- succeeding stages of the plan of operations.
lations and promulgate new ones, consistent The committee believes that such studies been traditionally used wouid be avaii-
with his existing authorities, should he de- can go forward concurrently with develop- able for subsistence While the rest of the
termine necessary, to protect fisheries hab- ment of the various stages of the mining park area Would not be available for
itat under his jurisdiction. An additional plan. subsistence.
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Mr. JACKSON. The Senator is correct. The substitute differs from title VII of We must not let this chance slip away.

The management of this provision must H.R. 39, as passed by the House of Rep- For too long, the national interest has
be a fiexible one that accounts for the resentatives in two respects. The first suffered while groups at the extreme ends
movements of animals. For example, the relates to subsistence hunting by local of the spectrum dug in their heels, re-
great caribou herds of northern Alaska residents within national parks and fusing to compromise. The result has
that migrate through the mountain monuments. Under the substitute, parks been needless delay and an uncertain
passes of the Brooks Range do not use .and monuments are closed to all forms of future for our land, our wildlife, and
the same passes each year. The people of hunting unless subsistence uses are per- the people of Alaska, whose interests are
Anaktuvuk Pass, for example, who have mitted by this act. Subsistence resources legitimate and must be taken into ac-
traditionally harvested the Arctic cari- commissions are to be established to count in any legislation.
bou herd should be given the flexibiilty recommend a program for subsistence I want to see a bill this year. Not
to hunt caribou if they migrate through a hunting in such parks and monuments. just any bill, but one that assures strong
different pass than the one usually util- The second major difference is the environmental protections while permit-
ized. This is the meaning of the term means for enforcement of the subsistence ting important and needed development,
traditional populations. A village may preference. The House bill requires the and still permits the people of Alaska to
traditionally hunt a particular moose Secretary to take certain administrative chart their own future. The Tsongas-
population. If that population changes actions if he determines that the State Jackson substitute provides no more
its range then the Park Service should has failed to establish a subsistence pro- than this, it represents no less,
adjust the subsistence hunting zone to gram or to implement such a program Mr. President, many misconceptions
accommodate that change. The phrase in a manner which adequately satisfies have arisen in connection with this leg-
"where such uses are traditional" also the preference for subsistence uses. While islation. I would like to take this oppor-
means that if a village has traditionally the substitute has retained broad Fed- tunity to pierce some of the rhetoric and
used a particular valley for subsistence eral guidelines to insure the adequate examine the facts.
then they should be allowed to continue implementation of the subsistence pref- First and foremost, it has been sug-
their use of that valley for those species erence on the public lands and the Sec- gested that the State of Alaska and its
they have usually hunted, retary's ongoing responsibility to monitor people are being victimized. I cannot

Mr. HATFIELD. I agree with the chair. the State's implementation of such pref- agree, but I am sensitive to this argu-
man's explanation of this section. I erence. We believe that the responsibility ment. My own State-the great State of
would further like to clarify that the of the Secretary to insure the protection Ohio-was once public land. Our ances-
language for the Kobuk Valley National of subsistence uses and the satisfaction tors were given the opportunity to de-
Park and the Cape Krusenstern Na- of subsistence needs of Alaska Natives velop this land and they responded to
tional monument concerning subsistence and other rural residents can best be the challenge admirably, building the
does not include the phrase "where such met by providing legal representation for Buckeye State into one of the strongest
uses are traditional." Am I correct in such residents before the U.S. district manufacturing and agricultural areas in
stating that the reason for this is that court in appropriate instances in which the Nation. Alaskans have the right to
those particular northern areas have the Secretary has determined, after con- be treated similarly today.
subsistence uses generally throughout sultation with the State, that the State The people of Alaska have been treat-
the units rather than distinct portions has not timely or adequately provided ed fairly in the past, Mr. President. Inof the parks like the other areas and for the preference for subsistence uses. 1959 they were the recipients of the mostthat this is the reason that the language Although it is our intent to neither en- generous land grant in our history. They
is more general for Cape Krusenstern large nor diminish any existing author- made good use of this bounty, selectingand Kobuk Valley. ity of the Secretary to take appropriate for State ownership the most promisingMr. JACKSON. The Senator is correct. administrative action to protect sub- resource lands in the State. These areasMr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, rural sistence uses and satisfy subsistence contain vast mineral deposits, hugeAlaska is unique in that it contains the needs of rural residents of Alaska, we stands of the highest quality timber, andlast large number of communities or vil- -believe that the responsibilities and au- rich oil and gas deposits-includinglages in the United States in which a thorities of the Secretary and the U.S. Prudhoe Bay, whose output has helpedsubstantial number of residents are de- district court set forth in section 804-. curtail our dependence on foreign oil andpendent upon the harvest of renewable 807 insure the protection of subsistence filled the State treasury.resources on the public lands for their activities and the discharge of Federal Mr. President, I support the State's ef-sustenance. The importance of harvest~ responsibilities. fort to develop its resources, and I en-

f ubs s en e used otoheth rdes'i'd'e°n f Mr. GLENN. Mr. President, I support courage it to continue in this regard.
over 200 Native villages scattered the Alaska lands substitute legislation But I greet with skepticism claims of
throughout the State was thoroughly offered by Senators TsONGAs and JAcK- deprivation from a State that can afford
documented during consideration of both sON.. I do so becauSe it is a prudent and to proV1de services easily, ehminates Its
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act fars1gpted attempt to strike a balance on income tax, and rebates resource-gener-
and the so-called D-2 lands bill. this issue, and because it represents a ated dollars to its citizens.

The subsistence title in the committee solid opportunity to resolve the matter The evenhanded treatment of Alas-
bill and the substitute reflects the com- this year. ka's economic future is furthered by the
mittee's longstanding interest in the It is no exaggeration to say that the Tsongas-Jackson substitute. The claim
protection of subsistence resources and Alaska land bill is the conservation vote that this measure "lock up" resources
uses in Alaska. Due to the circumstances of the century, and I use the word "con- simply will not hold water. All known
in Alaska, Congress has added-for the servation" in the broadest sense. Never "world class" mineral deposits in Alas-
first time-special protections for these before has there been an opportunity to ka lie outside the boundaries set by this
traditional subsistence uses. The sub- provide strong and permanent protec- legislation. None are penned in by con-
sistence management provisions repre- tion to such vast expanses of pristine servation units. All proven mineral
sent a continuation of the careful bal- land; never before could we safeguard so claims on public lands are protected and
ancing of the roles and responsibilities much wildlife or so many wild and scenic access to them is guaranteed. Areas with
of the State and'Federal Governments. rivers; and yet at the same time never high mineral potential are placed in
They reflect a delicate balance between before have we been able to plan for the multiple-use land classification areas,
the traditional responsibility of the State careful and studied development of so and every square inch of public land will
of Alaska for the regulation of fish and great a storehouse of minerals, timber, continually be assessed to determine its
wildlife populations within the State and oil-resources critical to our Na- resource potential.
and the responsibility of the Federal tion's future. In short, we have the Mr. President, these provisions hardly
Government for the attainment of na- chance to do things right for the first constitute a "lockup" of Alaska's re-
tional interest goals, including the pro- time, not only for this generation of sources or an attempt to preclude Alas-
tection of the traditional lifestyle and Americans, but for all those generations kans from the use and enjoyment of
culture of Alaska Natives. to follow. their State. The figures bear me out: of
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the 375 million acres in Alaska, 350 mil- ure became a State, it was acknowledged My commitment to having a balanced
lion are open to hunting, 300 million are that the American people would make and responsible bill passed by the Sen-
open to oil and gas development, 275 available to Alaskan Natives, and to more ate is without question.
million are open to mining-and the last recent settlers, such resources as they re. Even before the Energy and Natural
2 figures will surely increase in the quired to prosper and such additional Resources Committee began its consid-
near future, after the Congress opens resources as might benefit the Nation's eration of this bill I took the initiative
the vast mineral and petroleum reserves economy. But the rest, it was agreed, to learn the facts and became intimately
of Alaska. So it is somewhat specious to would belong to the ages for Americans involved.
argue that this substitute is anything of future centuries to manage and to In May 1978 I went to Alaska, to see t
less than a prudent and balanced effort cherish. Passage of this legislation to- for myself, and to speak to the people
to accommodate the interests of the day is a final step in the definition and who would be most affected. That experi-
State, its people, and the Nation. implementation of that covenant be. ence was invaluable. It made it clear to

This legislation's greatest strength is tween Alaskans and their Nation. It is a . me that the fight to protect the beauty
that it is carefully crafted with the long- fair bargain and one whose time has of the land and the rational development
range interests of America in mind. I come. I am pleased to support it. of its wealth was essential. I returned i
urge my colleagues to consider this last Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, with the conviction that a balance could
point carefully, because we too often fail the Alaska national interest lands bill be struck.
to operate in this fashion. Indeed, the has rightly been called the most impor. I am convinced that we have struck
rush of events often lures us into the tant conservation initiative of the cen- that balance here on the floor of the
trap of resorting to the quick-fix answer tury. That is not an exaggeration. It is Senate. We have proven that this bill
where resource management questions a label that this initiative deserves. can address and will meet the interests
are concerned. This is the path that al- This bill places approximately 99 mil- of Native Alaskans, by guaranteeing that
lowed our air to become polluted, that lion acres of Alaskan lands under per- there will be a convenience of State lands
led us to squander our water resources, manent Federal ownership and manage- to the State as was guaranteed under i
that tore up our land in the lower 48 ment. In so doing, we are saving an the Statehood Act. Now we must prove
States helter-skelter, and forces us to irreplaceable national treasure for fu- that this bill can meet the Nation's in-
spend billions of dollars cleaning up the ture generations. terests .in protecting the land and re- r
mess. But, in the last analysis, we need to sources for the benefit of all Americans.

Mr. President, we can and must have do more than preserve and protect a na. The Tsongas-Jackson bill before us
a better legacy for future generations. tional treasure. We need a carefully con. faces the issue of how we can best pro-
With this in mind, I urge all my col- structed compromise that permits de- tect the Alaskan lands for the Nation.
leagues to join me in supporting the velopment of Alaska; 's significant energy This approach does not compromise our
Tsongas-Jackson substitute. and mineral resources. We want to in- national priorities by reducing the acre-

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, after long sure a healthy economic future for the 'age designated for development and in-

years of Senate debate over the future State of Alaska and a secure energy creasing the levels of protection over the
of the national interest lands in Alaska, source for America. Wildlife and Wilderness.
we have fashioned a policy I believe to be This compromise has traveled a long This bill reflects my own concern and
sound and just. Incomparable wildlife and tortuous course to the Senate floor. belief that the challenge of balancing
resources are preserved at which genera- But in the process we have been able to development and conservation is not be-
tions to come may marvel; vital mineral set aside nearly 43 million acres of parks yond our reach. It deals squarely with
and oil and gas resources are available for enjoyment, another 55 million acres the problem of land classification and
for development outside prime natural for wildlife, 3 million acres of national unified management categories for wild-
resource areas; a prudent timber man- forest and another 7 million acres of wild life protection and resource development.
agement system is in place; the rights and scenic rivers. The bill makes_available for oil and
and privileges of Alaskan Natives, farm- It has not been easy to balance the gas development fully 300 million acres--
ers, hunters, and the State of Alaska competing interests of conservation and 95 percent of the most promising areas,
itself have been given, I feel, due recogni- development. Some say that the Federal It opens 250 million acres to mining.
tion. While none of the contending fac- Government has taken too much land, It leaves over 90 percent of the State's
tions is 100 percent satisfied, none can and that this will have an adverse eco- area open for hunters and other sports- t
legitimately contest that a reasonable nomic impact on the State over the men.
balance has been achieved. years. However, the State's own division And it does these things while preserv-

When consideration of this matter be- of legislative finance has estimated that ing forever Alaska's environmental
gan in July, I was among those prepared by the year 1995 Alaska will have earned treasures.
to support certain strengthening conser- $125.5 billion from Prudhoe Bay oil I support this balanced approach
vation amendments to the Energy Com- alone. By that date, Alaska will have a which gives Congress the flexibility to
mittee's bill. I did support the commit- surplus of $40 billion. There is more land decide at some future point on the basis
tee's plan to conduct seismic studies for per capita, for Alaska's 400,000 beople, of more specific and detailed informa-
oil and gas along the coast of the Arctic even with the enactment of this bill, tion, how to further develop our oil and
Wildlife Range, for I feel it is essential than in any of the other 49 States. I do gas resources. Right now, if we are to
that the Congress have adequate infor- not think we have taken too much. err on the side of conservation, we can <

mation about the energy potential of the The task of reaching a compromise always come back and change the clas-
area so as accurately to weigh the costs on this bill has not been made easier by sifications should the need arise.
and benefits of a final decision on the the greed of some and the intransigence Mr. President, I believe that the issue
status of those lands. However, in other of others. That we have a bill at all is of Alaska lands is the most significant
respects I believed the proposed legisla- due in large measure in the efforts of conservation legislation in the history of
tion offered inadequate protection to Senators JAcKsON, HATFIELD, STEvENs, this Nation. There is a thoughtful, pru-

wildlife, to major ecological systems in TsONGAs, and ROTH. dent, and farsighted balance in this
watersheds, and to timber resources. I Their patience and persistence has bill's approach to energy and conserva-
supported the one strengthening amend- paid off. I commend them for their
ment on which the Senate did have the craftsmanship and for the constructive It is wrong to link the efforts to pre-
opportunity to vote-that enlarging the compromises they have reached. serve wildlife and wilderness with a
Alaskan wildlife preserve system. Mr. President, I have felt a part of this loss of. energy security. Alaska alone

Mr. President, the covenant between challenge since coming to this Chamber. Will not solve the energy problem for us,
the American people as a whole and the When the late Senator Metcalf first in- It will help. But more importantly,
residents of Alaska has, since before troduced his most prophetic legislation Americans must not increase their use
Alaskan statehood, been clear in that on Alaska, I was thei.e as a cosponsor. of oil from either foreign or domestic
the national interest in parts of Alaska When Senators TsONGAS and RoTH saw sources. The more we save, the better t
has been known to supersede the private the need to have a stronger bill placed off Alaska will be. The more we save, the
interests of those who had settled nearby. before us, I was there as a cosponsor. My better off the Nation will be.
When this rich and rare national treas- position has not changed. This bill will not close the resources of
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Alaska to development. It will protect The mining community is assured that base which can sustain the life and pros-

their value from abuse. And it will create mining companies in the Ambler area, at perity of their State today and in the
a resource bank that we might draw Quartz Hill, and at Greens Creek can future. Alaskans deserve to have their
upon in the future. In this sense, the bill proceed to explore these world class de- claims given the same consideration as
serves the highest interests of Alaska and posits of precious and needed mineral re- we of the Lower 48 expect for our own
of the Nation, sources. concerns and our own desires for future

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I support The Native communities and the State growth.
the Alaska national interest lands bill, of Alaska can now obtain the conveyance There is no question that the bounty
H.R. 39. As amended by the Jackson- of the balance of the lands promised of Alaska-its mountains, its rivers, its
Hatfield-Tsongas substitute, this bill of- them. The Native communities and Alas- Wildlife-is at stake.
fers the Senate the opportunity to cast kan residents have had their subsistence These resources represent a priceless
a vote for a balanced and sensible ap- rights protected. natural heritage of our Nation. We must
proach to two of the great issues of our In all, this bill stands as a remarkable determine whether the 49th State will
time: Environmental protection and de- compromise of strongly held views with remain bountiful for future generations.
velopment of energy and mineral re- each interest receiving a balanced pro- There are few frontiers left-few re-

sources. We can achieve the protection of tection of their legitimate interests. Each gions of the globe where man is not the
Alaska's abundant virgin wilderness side has received most of the important primary architect, where man has not
while realizing the vast potential for that objectives which it had hoped to receive. determined which building shall be built
State's contribution to our Nation's Each side has recognized that their top and which animals shall live. Alaska is
energy needs. priorities did not directly confiict with such a frontier.

It has been a long struggle for the Sen- each other. This is a bill which I think In 1899, Henry Gannett, the Chief
ate to work its will in balancing the need the Senate can strongly support and I Geographer for the U.S. Geological
to protect and preserve a truly repre- urge my colleagues to join me in voting Survey, said:
sentative portion of Alaska's spectacular for its adoption. The scenery of Alaska is so much grander
natural heritage with the Nation's de- Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I rise than anything else of the kind in the world

mand for adequate development of in support of the Tsongas substitute to that, once beheld, all other scenery becomes

Alaska's abundant energy and mineral H.R. 39, the Alaska lands bill. flat and insipid.

wealth. It is a tribute to the leadership This legislation has been characterized Such is the land that we can still
of Senator JAcKsON, Senator TSONGAS, as the most important conservation preserve.
and others, who have labored so tire- measure since President Theodore The frontier has always played an im-
lessly, that such a compromise has been Roosevelt created our national forest portant role in the maturing of the Amer-
achieved. At long last, the Senate can system at the turn of the century. ican character. An ever-present Ameri-
cast a vote for the greatest conservation The Senate must consider whether the can frontier can be given much credit
measure of the century, knowing full Alaska lands bill before -us serves the for the development of American
well that Alaska's energy and mineral national interest as well as the interests beliefs. But most important, a wild
resources can be tapped effectively and of Alaskans, frontier has allowed man to realize that
efficiently. The Senate can be satisfied I believe that the substitute to the he is but one element in a complicated
that its long struggle has paid great committee bill achieves these objectives. chain of ever-growing, ever-dying eco-
benefits. The Senate is faced with two equally logical processes.

THE HERITAGE OF ALASKA impOrlant and valid questions: What We have the opportunity to save that
This bill will offer the Nation th'e op- degree of protection should we give the truly last frontier in Alaska.

portunity to protect and preserve the last remaining wild frontier in the Amer- The House of Representatives over-

spectacular scenery and fragile ecosys- Ican Nation? And how much of the Alas- whelmingly passed a bill based on bal-

tems of our largest State by doing it right kan State can the other 49 States rea" anced development and conservation. It
the first time. We owe this to ourselves sonably claim as a national heritage? is fair legislation,
and to our children. For in Alaska, we The questions seem simple. But the The Senate committee bill fails to
have some of the Nation's highest and answers are complex. achieve this balance. It accommodates
most magnificent mountain peaks, the I supported the five Tsongas amend- development interests at the expense of
Nation's largest glaciers, its most abun- ments to H.R. 39. I believe that they Alaska's natural resources.
dant wildlife, and its last untouched wild represented a carefully drawn balance The committee bill reduces drastically
and scenic river systems. There is noth- between development and conservation. the overall acreage placed in national
ing about Alaska which is small in scale. I would have preferred that the Senate wildlife refuges; it-

It is a land mass nearly the size of West- act on these perfecting amendments to Creates instead numerous recreation
ern Europe and offers sanctuary for birds the committee bill. But it is clear that if areas where activities such as mining,
from six continents. It must be protected those amendments were adopted, there road building and other development can
to the greatest extent possible, so that would be a filibuster on the conference occur;
this spectacular natural setting will re- report and there would be no Alaska Fragments land classifications with
main available for all future generations lands bill this year. Since there is need ecologically whole conservation units, re-

of Americans, for a bill, I intend to vote for the Tsongas sulting in a patchwork of management
As Alaska is vast and beautiful, it also substitute. It makes significant positive categories under the jurisdiction of sev-

holds great promise for this Nation in changes m the committee bill and is truly eral Federal agencies.
seeking to rid ourselves from our intoler- a middle ground. Only with the addition of the strength-
able and debilitating dependence on for. Wilderness areas and ecological regions ening amendments contained in the sub-
eign oil. Because of the care and preci- do not lend themselves to neat man-made stitute can the Senate restore the bal-
sion of the principles involved in this classifications. The habitat of a wild ance between development and conser-
great debate, the 100 percent of the off- creature does not conform to artificial vation of Alaska's resources.
shore sites would remain available to ex- human boundaries. We cannot realisti- The five Tsongas amendments ad-

ploration and 95 percent of the onshore cally claim to preserve habitat and eco- dressed some of the most troubling
sites that have been identified as having logical wholeness if we arbitrarily chip aspects of the committee bill; and their
a high or favorable potential for oil and away at the range of the wild creatures most important elements are retained in
gas exploration can be developed. The of the North. Nor can we realistically the substitute:
remaining 5 percent of the lands likely claim to be protecting the wilderness The integrity of the National Park
to yield oil and gas will have seismic sur- when we doom its mbabitants to extinc. System designations is restored through
veys undertaken on them. tion by hmiting their hymg space. the elimination of multi-use recreation

The timber mdustry is assured of a At the same time, the people of Alaska, areas within the boundaries of the parks.
timber supply adequate to protect jobs who have striven to build a State and a Protection of critical wildlife habitats
m southeastern Alaska: way of life in a region where physical from mining activities is thus restored.

The sport hunters will have 91.4 per- obstacles are formidable and unyielding, More complete protection of wildlife-
cent of the Alaskan lands available to have a claim on our attention, Alaskans rich areas is achieved through expansion
them for sport hunting. need to retain a basic land and resource of national wildlife refuges to 55 million
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acres, and by minimizing multiple-use served as a former member of the Park Nature shows us only surface, but she is a
national conservation areas within ref- Service planning team in Alaska: ' ruillion fathoms deep.

uge areas. Whether or not they have ever seen Alaska I ask unanimous consent that the text
Wilderness designations area signifi- or ever hope to (their children will), the of the article "Alaska Here and Now,

cantly increased by 18 million acres, to peopie of Maine can have empathy with the by John Kauffman be printed in the
protect the landscapes and wildlife hab- Alaskan environment. The same cold, chal- 

REcORD.
itats in the Tongass National Forest, tlse 

,

*

,"m ,8eab ds heel 
overeries h es 

asts* There being no objection, the article
Arctic National Wildlife Range, Gates of under the eyes of eagles. The salmon streams was Ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
the Arctic National Park, and others- remind one of what the Penobscot,and so as follows:

More protection along the banks of many others in Maine, once were like and ALAsKA HERE AND Now
wild and scenic rivers is provided by per.. perhaps may be again. Maine and Alaska Here is Maine; there is Alaska, far, far
mitting the extension of river bounda- share the allure of Wild rivers and myriad 

away, 6,000 miles far from Maine life, Maine's
ries one-half mile from a river bank lakes. 

problems. Of what real concern, then, is
where necessary to preserve views, habi- I will submit the full text of this arti- Alaska beyond its being a fellow state in the
tats and other natural features. cle, "Alaska Here and Now, " by John Union, its people fellow Americans?

Economic and resource development Kauffman, who has lived in both States, a 1 t I 
use Mo t at •

teiti ensweeach o n

will also be protected under the land for inclusion in the REcORD. from Russia in 1867. Together with the sharesmanagement scheme envisioned by the It is precisely because the adventurous all other Americans have in the public lands
substitute amendments. The proposed spirit can still thrive in Alaska that this it is a national legacy for us and our de-

conservation areas have been carefully issue has elicited such passionate debate, scendants.
drawn to exclude most of Alaska's devel- Americans have so much to win and so It is a land so spectacular as to defy de-

opable resources. much to lose there. But one need not scription, and it is wild and pristine. It has
According to estimates by the Depart- rhapsodize to make an argument for * *** **°'7

ment of the Interior, the following re- safeguarding our finest federally-owned h,
3h 

o e cros the ndrhe 
air, cariboce

sources lie outside of the protected Fed- Wilderness in Alaska. It is good common- grazed our western plains. salmon surge up
eral lands: 70 percent of the potential sense. It is only prudent to make a bal- the rivers, and fishing for them are great
hardrock mineral areas; 90 percent of anced, farsighted-allocation of these nat- brown bears. Alaska is our ultimate wilder-
potential oil and gas areas; and all of ural resources. That is why I support ness, the last remnant of what the New
the proven oil reserves in Alaska. the amended Tsongas substitute to the ° Id 

usbeauty ere,
somlose the fres ess

The substitute will permit growth in Energy Committee bill. . North America will have died out forever.the timber mdustry while preventing Yes, we have minerals, timber, oll and To preserve this legacy, Congress has beenovercutting of the Nation's largest na- gas in Alaska-and we would see their considering Alaska lands legislation that
t'ional forest. No jobs will be lost in the continuing development in coming years would set aside millions of acres of the public
timber industry as a result of the amend- even if every one of the measures pro- lands as national parks and preserves, wild-

ments, and mineral development will posed to strengthen the committee bill. life refuges and wild rivers. The House of
continue on more than 75 percent of were accepted by this body-for even Representatives last year passed a strong
highly mineralized forest lands. under those provisions nearly all of the Alaska lands bill, responding to nationwide

Over 90 percent of Alaska will remain highly valuable commodity lands would theeres 
ter 

xt month the senate will debate

open to sport hunting under the substi- be left open to such use. Maine's senators will be important voters,tute. The Tsongas revised substitute, on the for the state of Alaska, pressured by industry
In conclusion, the decisions made by other hand, affords southeast Alaska's and an exploitive mentality among many of

the Senate on this legislatåon are monu- superlative fishery values the protection its residents,wants a much weaker bill. As
mental in their implications for this, our they so clearly warrant. This is good eco- compared with what the House voted for, it
last frontier. nomics. After all, we are talking about would halve the amount of wildlife refuge

We owe it to Alaska's future and to the a State that has experienced a four-fold nes ,
sspl ter ark nto various 

ectedag 
e t

future of all Americans to preserve and increase in the wholesale value of its units with lower levels of protection, andprotect what has been given us in trust. catch in 4 short years-a state that can open virgin forests habitats to clearcutting.
Shortsighted development today cannot help feed a world'hungry for- protein. This weaker legislation. which Alaska'sbe rectified by nature in the delicate Commercial logging has been a key fac- Senators engineered through the Senate En-
Alaskan ecology. We owe it to ourselves tor in the decline of fish production in ergy and Natural Resources Committee, is
and to future Americans to move with thousands of southeast Alaska's salmon preferable, they argue, because of the Na-

care as we deal with the future of the streams, where carelessness has wrought tion's energy and other resource needs. It is
49th State. Future generations of Ameri- variations in water flow, has silted and a false argument, however, because some 95

cans-and Alaskans-will be grateful to compacted spawning beds, and has de- n last 
of e fav 

blof 
t 

ean gaosed
this Senate for its action today, stroyed the organisms upon which young servation area boundaries. The same holdsThe Tsongas substitute will permit us salmon feed. This is not the opinion of generally true for other potential resources.
to preserve unique ecological systems a special interest group. It is the judg- much of which will likely be found on ex-
without unnecessarily impairing energy ment of the final environmental impact tensive private and state lands that com-
or måneral development. If we do not statement (1979) for the State of Alas- prise 40 percent of the territory and that are
strike such a balance in this legislation, ka's coastal management program. The by far the most valuable economically. The
there may not be another opportunity. State s Department of Fish and Game h t it w I give ridustry aeamkore co n el t

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, a great has sought protection from logging of and profitable exploitation.
deal has already been said in this Cham- 30 key streams since 1962. There is strong hope, however, that theber about Alaska's unrivaled wildlife, Mr. President, I supported a strong Senate will match the House-passed Alaska
wetlands, and wild waters. And a great and sound Alaska lands bill in the House legislation. Led by Paul Tsongas of Massa-
deal has already been said about the un- of Representatives. The House resound- chusetts,a group of senators has introduced
precedented opportunity the Alaska ingly enacted that bill in the service of senate 

a 
omitt e' b 11 and h a so nlands bill offers us to judge wisely for the the national interest. I trust the Senate troduced a strong substitute measure. Infuture of this natura'l abundance-a will have the good sense to do the same. view of Senator Cohen's strong stance in

hundred million-acre natural treasure. I entreat my collegaues to join me in conservation matters, and with senator
Alaska-"the Great Land"-lies 6,000 support of this substitute and thereby Mitchell likely to carry on the outstanding

miles from Maine. But the distance in restore balance to this surpassingly im- conservation record of Edmund Muskie,
no way diminishes the determination of portant conservation measure. And if Maine citizens can well hope that our sen.
Maine's people to protect a frontier heri- the commonsense argument seems flat 'p*o°ssib e Alaska lan s legisla 

othe strongest
tage m the far North. I would like to to some, I call upon the words of a fel- 

Whether or not they have ever seen Alaskashare with my colleagues some thoughts low New Englander, Ralph Waldo Emer- or ever hope to (their children will), theexpressed by an editor of the Bar Harbor son, to stir the spirit of wilderness among people of Maine can have empathy with theTimes in my State, a man who also us: Alaskan environment. The same cold, chal~


